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PREFACE

This volume is one of a set of 18

that form a complete course

in

ALGEBRA - LEVEL ONE

The volume has been structured

in a multiple choice question-answer format,

with the pagination scrambled

and

is to be used in conjunction with

a program control console

utilizing

punch card input.

It is one exhibit in the demonstration of a model

developed under the direction of

the U.S, Department of Health Education and Welfare

Project 8-0157

at the

New York Institute of Technology

Westbury, New York

A
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VOLUME 1

This volume covers the following material

as shown in this excerpt from the Syllabus.

SEGMENT

1

DESCRIPTION

Introduction: general instructions

REFERENCE BOOK SECTION
DOLCIANI DRESSLER DODES

2 Representing numbers on a line 1-1 1-3 3-2
(1-6) (1-1)(1-2) 4-4

4-6

3 Comparing numbers, = or 1-2 1-4 2-5
1-3 3-1

4 Membership in a set 1-4 2-1 2-2 1-2'
Kinds of sets 1-5 2-6 3-2 (1-3)

1-6 5-10

5 Subsets 1-7 2-3 1-2



READING ASSIGNMENT

VOLUME 1

Before you begin to answer the questions in this STUDY GUIDE you should
read the pages indicated.

SEGMENT FROM PAGE TO PAGE

1

2 1 5

( 16 ) ( 17 ) Modern Algebra Book I

Dolciani, Berman and
3 5 10 Freilich

Houghton Mifflin, 1965
4 10 17

5 18 19

Read EVERYTHING contained in these pages.

EXAMINE every illustrative problem

Write in your NOTEBOOK:

1) Every RULE that has been stated
2) Every DEFINITION that has been presented
3) Solve at least ONE PROBLEM of each type covered

in the le'sson.

If you wish additional information
for enrichment purposes consult: Algebra I

Dodes and Greitzer
Hayden Book Co., 1967

You will he given additional notes at various places in the STUDY GUIDE.
These, too, should be entered in your NOTEBOOK.



HON EW 0 RK

QUESTION NO. PAGE NO.

HOMEWORK AS S I GNMENT

VOLUME NO, 1

BOOK: DOLCIANI

EXAMPLE NUMBER

E

IIBO REFERENCE

1 4 01215

2 ,, 9 , 10 01215

3 17 1 , 2 , 01230

4 17 7 , 8 01230

5 17 9 , 10 , 11 , 12 01230

6 6 2, 3, 4, 6 01310

7 7 11 , 12 , 13 , 15 01331

8 9 1 , 2 , 6 , 7 01310 , 01320

9 9 12 _, 14 , 18 21 01310 , 01320

10 10 25 , 26 , 36 , 38 01330

11 12 27 , 28 , 29 , 30 01410

) -) 14 01421 , 01430

13 15 6 , 7 , 8 , 01421 , 01430

14 15 11 ,,, 12 01421 , 01430

15 15 14 , 15 01421 , 01430

16 19 01512

12 19 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 01510

18. 19 9 , 10 01520

19 19 11 , 12 01520

20 19 13 , 14 01520
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Ask your teacher for:

PUNCH CARD
PROGRAM CONTROL
ANSWER MATRIX

When you are ready at the PROGRAM CONTROL

Insert the PUNCH CARD in the holder
Turn to the first page of the STUDY GUIDE
Read all of the instructions
Read the First Question

Copy the question
Do your work in your notebook
Do all of the computation necessary
Read all of the answer choices given

Choose the Correct answer
(remember, once you've punched the card
it can't be changed)

Punch the card with the STYLUS

Read the instruction on the PROGRAM CONTROL
(it tells you which page to turn to)

TURN TO THAT PAGE:

If your choice is not correct you will
be given additional hints, and will be
directed to return to the question and
to choose another answer.

If your choice is correct then you will
be directed to proceed to the next ques-
tion located immediately below, on the
same page.

If you have no questions to ask your teacher now,
you can turn the page and begin. If you have
already completed a SEGMENT turn to the beginning
of the following segment;

CHECK THE PAGE NUMBER BY LOOKING AT THE TABLE OF CONTENTS



This is a course in ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA which is not too different

from other subjects you have studied. There is a textbook; there

are homework assignments; you will have a notebook for the notes

/' I I

you must rake down; and, of course, there are examinations. How-

'
/ 1 i

evet, you will find the method of progresSing

-,.71

J---;:.i

J

This first section has been designed to acquaint you with all of

.-n
the things that you will have to know and do in order to make your

....L....____/t...-------- .,
.....,---- I_

way satisfactorily through the course. So et:-Is begin your "guided

quite different-

tour":

1.1 The work of the entire course is divided into 18 parts, called

VOLUMES (VOL). Each Volume consists of 5 parts, called SEGMEN1S

(SEG). Every VOL. deals with material which, under normal circum-

stances, would be covered in a two week period. However, if you

are permitted to proceed at your own pace or on your own time

5:),J could probably finish a Volume in much less time.

This book, which you are now reading, is called a STUDY GUIDE, (SG).

This is VOL- 1 of the SG; this portion of VOL. 1 is called SEG I.

162:6N,9

),

In addition to the SG, you will need:

(1) The basi text: Modern Algebra Book 1

By Dolciani, Berman and Freilich
Houghton Mifflin, 1965

(2) The remedial
text:

(3) A Notebook:

And something new:

Comprehensive Ninth Year Mathematics
by Dressler
Amsco, 1966

..,Where you will record specific items
for further study.

(4) Punch cards-
You'll learn about these in a few

(5) Program control- minutes.
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ABOUT THE PUNCH C.'RD:

Your progress through this course will be followed very carefully by
the computer. It will record, for example, which questions you found easyand which caused you some trouble. In fact, it will keep track of all of
the students in many ways and will analyze their various performances insuch a way that your teacher will be able to know. immediately just where
extra attention should be directed to help all the students do as well as
they can.

The way the computer finds out about you is through the PUNCH CARD.
Those holes all mean something.

When the punch card is placed in the PROGRAM CONTROL, with the proper
ANSWER MATRIX, you will see that as you punch a hole in response to a
question in the SG, a light will go on in the PROGRAM CONTROL, the page
-o which you should turn will then be illuminated. So you see, the
PUNCH CARD is very important.

HOW TO PREPARE THE PUNCH CARD:

(1) Take your PUNCH CARD and print: your LAST NAME, and FIRST NAME above
the word "date."

(2)

(3)

(4)

If the card has not already been pre-punched, you should then punch:

Your Course student number
This Course number
Yo,:r Student I.D. number

770

/I(

The following information must be punched by you:

(5) Month number

f:7
(6) Day number N

=:::=17-4*."14
(7) Last two digits of the Year Number 9.72-1--4N,(8) The Sequence number of the SEG you are working on

(VOL. 1, SEG. 1 has Sequence_number 1)"y"---
(9) The type of Input card. (The Study Guide card is number 4)
(10) The Volume Number. (a
(11) The Segment Number.

NOTE: All of this information must be entered; if not, the computer will
reject the card.

Punch the necessary information, being S L 0 W and C A R E F U L so as
to punch only those holes which you intend to punch. Remember, you cannot
makecorections, once you have punched the wrong hole. Check to see that
the program control device shows that it has the answer matrix for
volume 1, segment 1.



1-3 You are now ready to see how the study guide will work Read

question 1, and decide on an answer. Then examine the four choices

offered.

Question 1: What is the product of 6 and 2 ?

(A) 8 (B) 12 (C) 4 (D) 3

Let us suppose that you believe the correct answer is 8, that

is choice A. You would use the stylus to punch the hole on line I

at A- Please do this now. As you see, a number appears on the

program control device, the number 7. This means turn, in your
2

study guide, to page 7, bottom half. Do this now.

.c!1)

1.4 You see how the program control has directed you to return and
1$

try again, as well as telling you why your choice was not correct.

Of course, looking back at question 1, you know that choice B is

the correct answer. Punch B on line 1 of your punch card. The

program lontrol shows 9 . Turn to page 9, top half._ _."--- ,,./"' 1 1

1 (--,...___I f

s att *
o '.7.77-,..

----_, --,--.--: - -

I." t...--

15 The pr-Jcedure of this study guide is called programmed instruc

tion; The purpose of the study guide is what its name indicates;

it is a guide to your study. This is not a test in disguise. As

you answer questions in the study guide, you should go back to your

textbook, notebook, or material in the study guide itself, if you

need to look up something which you are not sure of. The effect is

that you will go over all the material of the course, in easy stages,

with special emphasis on the more important points. The important

points which the. course contains are called M.B.O.'s, and each

question you meet is designed to give you practice in dealing with

one of these points.

I
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1.5 Many abbreviations are used ; I'm sure you are curious

about "M.B.0."

The letters "MBO" , stand for "Measurable Behavioral Objectives".

They are the Aeas, definitions and skills that are to be taught,

hence they are called "objectives". Since they are stated in a way

that quest:;ons can be asked about than, they are called "measurable".

Because you have to demonstrate that you understand these, and can

use them they are called "behavioral".

You will get the right answer on the first trial most of the time,

,

but if you make a mistake you will find out why and you will try

(INNproblem again. At the end of the segment, you will return the puncho

card to your instructor. The cards will then be analyzed by a
\\ N

computer to find out the difficulties which students are having with

the material of the course. The analysis of this information wink,-

4.

indicate what remedial work ,,hDuld be planned by the instructor for

the benefit of the students.

1.6 In general, at the beginning of a segment, you are directed to read

a specific portion of Dolciani. In reading this, you MUST work out,

on paper, any illustrative problems which the text contains, so that

you are sure you can do the problem being demonstrated. Remember

that the author may not have written every step as you would, so'

work on your own paper and try to follow the work shown in the book.

In addition to the reading assignment in the text, there may be some

notes in the study guide itself. You should enter in your notebook

those items which seem to be of special importance, or those items

which you may be directed to write down.

(continued on page 5)



Then, before you proceed with the segment, the instructo-rWill in-

sert the ANSWER MATRIX for your particular segMent into the program

control device. You will complcts2 the ssary information items

on a PUNCH CARD, insert it into the p a control device, and then

punch the necessary information into the card, using your stylus.

Now you proceed to the questions. You must take the ql__itions in

order. You'll have no choice, since the pages have been scrambled.,

That is, after question 1, you do not go ahead to the next page in

order, but to whatever page the program control directs you, Each

question will offer four chOices, of which one, and only one, is

correct. The three other choices, called distractors, are answers

which you might well arrive at if your understanding of the principle

were not completely correct. For every choice which you punch on

/your card, the program control directs you to a specific half of a
,/,..

particular page. Here you find a statement of why you were wrong (,)4 ',,,,,,,1

4,,l'',)
--,..'---''1-4

/
LI.,../ ,---

.1, ...,,

(if you were) , or a statement that you were right with instructions

/to proceed. This half-page is called a REM, (this is short for

REMEDY) and the program control will direct you to a particular REM

for any answer you choose for a question in the study guide. It

should be of some help to you.

I
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1.7 After this page, you must follow the instructions given to you by

the program control. You must not go page by page, since the

material is not in order

Please remember, uo GUESS:

This guide is intended to help you to

learn and practice correctly.

You should go back'and reread pages 1 through 5 as often as

necessary. When you have considered the question, punch your

answer on the punch card and the program control will tell you

where to turn next.

1,8 IF YOU " LOST YOUR PLACE "

I

If you lose your place for any reason, insert your stylus in the

last hole that you had punched on your card. This will not affect

any record that's being kept. The program control will put you

back on the track.

Now turn to page 7

1



Question 2: What type of instructional device is this book?

(A) M.B.O. (B) punch card

(C) answer matrix (D) study guide

When you hi,-

on line

control,

7

1

on your answer, punch (,,0 letter of your choice

2 oi. Liu punch card, and follow the directions of the program

Q NE-EV,

2

You have found the sum, but you were asked for thE. product, not the

sum. The product of two numbers is the result obtained by multiplication,

Return to page 3, section 1.4

I



If you will refer to page 1, sectior, 1.1, you wil find that the

study guide contains 18 volumes. You are corre,:t.

Now proceed to qu sti,m 4 which follows.

8

2

Question 4:

How many segments ach volume contain?

(A) 5

(1;1 10

(( ISM

:j) 9L

eV



This choice is correct.

Proceed to page 3, section 1.5

9

1

9

2

The REM is the half page to which the program control refers you. What

you are reading at this moment is a REM. In the study guie there are

from 2 to 4 REMS for each question, and each punch card handles many

questions. Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 12 and try question 5 again.
2

I
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1

This choice is correct.

Now proceed to question 3 which follows:

Question 3

How many volumes is the study guide composed of?

10
-7--

(C) 18 (D) 90

The number of segments in a volume is discussed on page 1. If you

reread that page, section 1.1, you will find that the correct number

of segments is not the one you have chosen.

Return to page and try question 4 again.



The punch card is the rectangular card in which you have punched choice

B on line 2. Since it i3 not the book you are now reading, this choice

is incorrect,

Return to page 7 and try craestion 2 again.
1

2

Since the course contains 18 volumes, and each volume contains 5 seg-

ments, you should be able to find out how many segments the entire course

contains. Sin-c.e the guide tells you that you will return the punch card.

to the instrLictor at the end of each segment, and that you will insert

a new .card into the program control device for each segment, it follows

that you will need a card for each segment. Therefore, this choice is

not correct.

Return o page 15 and try gt.-ion 6 again.

2

T
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1

According to section 1.1 on pag, _I_ 01 the study gu_de, Each voiume

contains 5 segments. Therefore, this choice is correct.

Proceed to question 5 which follows.

-"'

z! I'

1 2

Question 5:

You will need a new punch card for each

hih word should be inserted in the blank?

(A) segment

(B) question

V17,"
/

,

1

(C) REM

(D) M.B.O.
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1

The number of volumes in the course is discussed on page 1 of the study

guide. the study guide covers the entire course. Therefore, this choice

is not correct.

)

Return to page 10 and try question 3 again.
1

13

2

The answer matrix is actually a code to the position of the REM's in the

study guide, since the pages have been scrambled. The answer matrix is

. placed in the program control device, and the only way you can get to

read any part of it, is to punch a hole with your stylus.

This choice is not correct.

Return to page 7 and try question
1

I

fr
again.
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1

You have done some correct arithmetic, but I'm afraid you forgot the

meaning of the word "product." The product of two numbers is the re-

sult of multiplying them.

Return to page 3, section 1.4, and please follow the study guide.

You went ahead and chose an answer without bothering to see what the 17)

)1'rr

guide had to say.

Remember, return to section 1.4, page 3, and do follow instructions.

14

2

An M.B.O. is one of the important points which you will have learned as

a result of studying this course. The meaning of "M.B.O." was discussed

on page 4. It is true that the questions you meet are related to

M.B.O.'s, but you do not use a punch card for them.

This choice is not correct.

Return t2 page 12 and try question 5 again.
2
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1

On page 3, in section 1.5, you are told that you will return your

punch card to the instructor at the end of the segment. On page 4, you

are instructed to insert a punch card into the program control device

before starting a segment. Therefore, you need a punch card for every

individual segment.

This choice is correct.

Now proceed to question 6 which follows.

question 6

If we assume that no punch cards will be damaged, how many will a

student require for the entire course?

(A) 5

(B) 10

(C) 18

(D) 90

I

15

2
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1

n
If you needed a new punch card for each question, you would use up an

Each question is answered on the proper numbered line of the card.

extrememly large number of cards.

;;;-.---- ---..,,,

_..----- ---,,

\N.

Return to page 12 and try question 5 again.
2

16

2

An M.B.O. is one of the important points which you will have learned as

a result of studying this course. It is not the name of the book.

61,00 it( /

Return to page

ci

and try question 2 again.

'))

,A)
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1

Since each segment calls for a new punch card, and there are 5 segmentF

to a volume, a student needs 5 cards for each volume. There are 18

volumes, hence he needs 90 cards.

Therefore, this choice is correct.

You have now completed this segment. Before going on to Segment 2,

be sure you have understood exactly what you are supposed to do. If you

have punched more than one hole on a line of the punch card, except for

line 1 where you should have punched 2, you have made an error. That

is perfectly all right, provided that you learn from it. If you punched

any hole without meaning to, you will have to practice being more careful.

When you are ready, ask your instructor for the answer matrix. for

Segment 2 and for a fresh punch card, and go ahead.

i.
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1

Volume 1 Segment 2 begins

Obtain a PUNCH CARD from your instruc.or. In addition to the other
identifying information ti- at must be furnished by you, you are asked
to punch out the folloT4in

COLUMNS 48 an' 50 2 (Sequence Number)
54 -td 56 0 4 (Type of Punch Card)
60 anu 62 0 1 (Volume ':amber)

66 ...nd 68 0 2 (Segment Number)

PRELIMINARY NOTES

Some of the streets of a certain city are numbered ')asecutively from
1 to 10. Let's assume that you happen to live c- street number 3 ,

while a friend of yours lives on stret number 7. If you walk from
your house to your friend's house, you w.11 pa .,L streets number 4 , 5 ,

and 6- Now each of these 6t-re!ets is a mice, We say, in mathematics,
that with every number we an associate a foi it (place) on a number line.
In this segment, this 0:arie, but very importAnt idea, will be developed
and studied in more dci: 1.

Your READING ASST.::CMLT for this Segmrnt is pp. 1 5.

You will no be asked r 'eries of questions to draw your attention to
the more important po:nts.

18

2

Ikic.ognize which of the following, numbers are natural numbers.

0 3
1

8
1

1 8

8 2

Choose the letter which Las only natural numbers, selected from the

above set, written next ty.) it.

(A )
, 3

(B) 1 3 , 3

(C) 3
8

2

8 8
(D) 0 3

2



Very good.

Whole numbers are the natural numbers with one addition. Zero is not a

natural number, but it is a whole number. The number

2
and

1
3

Thus, any natural number written with a denominator of 1 is a whole

number -

Finally,
1.1

1.1
1 since any number, other

than zero, divided by itself is equal to one.

Please go on to question 4 , below.

19

1

Question 4

Apply the proper principle and determine which of the following state-

ments are true or false. Select the L.1.,:ter which labels the correct

combination of truth values for your answer.

1. Every natural number can be written as a fraction.

II. There is a largest natural number.

III. Every fracti.Jn names a whole number.

(A) I ., true (C) I is true

II is true II is false

III :II is false

(B) I is false (D) I is true

II is false II is false

III is true III is true

I

19

2



our answer

0

11,111111/11iiiit__

4 5 6

12
8

Please go on to c 8 below.

20

2

Question 8

Apply the princ select the letter which correctly answers this

question:

Point , L , M , N are eqt..idistant on the number line

drawn below: what is the coordinate of N ?

1 2.5

(A) 5.0

(B) 10.0

(C) 7.5

(D) 5.5



:our choice is p .rrect

Jumbers and natural numbers are the

of a counting numEr.

_taa :urn to page 33 and try question 2 again.
2

21

2

Did ,11, nark of " tenths " on your number line?

N-our answer is incorrect.

to page 35 and try qu',stion t

2



If QR is ..'?. a: long PQ , :::e must firs: _ the length c= PQ.

_ ,

By subfraci ,,:ordimafe from that of i , we find PQ be

4.75 unit, :1g , QR is twirde that, c

4.75 ) or units long.

Thus, td of R -Ls frndrad by add:.

9.15 ( the cool-di:late of Q )

-J.- 9.50 ( the distance from Q R )

18.-3 the cdontinate of pot_:-... R.

Your ans. is _tt.

Plet_se go T--e_restion 10 , belo:

22

2

Question

Apply the per 7 nciple and select the letter which corrtztly answers

this questit

drawn below

is the coozdinare of point X on the ner line

1
is -J as long as XY

_10.2

(A)

(3) -.1

(C)

i(7.7i,;s

2,



The natural numbers are 1 , 2 , 3 . . . . and so

Zero is not a natural number.

Please return to page 18 and try question 1

2

We don't agree.

23

Is there a largest natural number?- Suppose you wr-L_ma down MMe larisst

natural number you can:

23

2

We can always make it larger by adding 1 to it.

Thus, there is no largest natural number.

Please return to page 19 and try question 4 agai.1_

2

I
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Numbe-:.s as

1

2
and

Fractfons are not natural nu-nrs.

ar.e :aLled fractLonis.

Please return to page 36 and try question 3 again.

24

2.

Did -you forget the meazng of " between " ?

Between means

For axample,

othe.= words,

not including the end points.

T , U , V , and are between S and X in

there are .four letterE between S and in alphabet.

Return to page 38 an& try question 11 again.
-77
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a

LLd y a number line tc you with this pr Dblem?

ind , nr.7,7 count 4 .-,=3 to the left, then another half

:L _ Lieft.

Pleas,':: return :6 page 31 an 7.17- question 5 again.
2

25

2

_ 1
T-tai- _a lii -ark 7_77ef. segments ca un-ta_a_ Number all the

4

int=r_zral tF,s

and 8 on that lima.

What :.,:a-zween them?

P]:2ase rstura to page 43 and try question 12 aTtain.
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1

The number 1
2

3
a -:umber, not a .lounting number. Nixed

numbers as well as .7 C numbers are no::: ....00si.rdered " natural "

mumberc or counting numbnE.

'On

Please return to p,ge 33 and try question .2 again.
2

26

2

It's =niS7 to he carelass

Re-rir'T die quE,stica. Does it -ay that R is dcu:ble Or, does

it rather say that JR is Lwice, as long as PQ

How would -ou determine how long PQ is?

P1PRe rezurn to page 40 and try question 9 C air,
2



After drawing the number line, we can mark of divisions of " tenths ".

Now we can begin az 8-8 and count 5.5 places.

Your answer is correct.

1 1 c(
.
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3.5

Please go on to question 7 below.

Question 7

Apply the proper principle and select the letter which correct17,7 answers

the question:

Two ;Joints

ruler; how far apart are these points?

and
3

8

(A)

(B)

2

2

1

8

1

4

Cc)

.cD) 12
8

27

2

are ,,:hosen a one-foot



Ue don't aree.

Ehe number 1 ± is oiled a mixed number. It consists of a natural
8

Limber an a fraction.

Pl=aL.e return to page 18 and try question 1 again.
2

28

2

Sorry, we don't agree.

Can you represent the fraction one-third as a whole number?

Please consider your choice.

Return to page 19 and try question 4 again.
2



3
i

I is considered a whole number since it is written with a denominator

of 1 .

Any number divided by one equates itself. However, if the numerator is

one such as the number
1

, it is a fraction; not a natural number.

Please return to page 36 and try question 3 again.
2

It's easy to be careless.

How large is the interval between points K and L ?

Please return to page 20 and try question 8 again.
2
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1

Good! Your answer is correct.

When we are asked for numbers " between " two other numbers, the end-

points are not considered.

Please go on to question 13 below.

30

2

Question 13

Apply the proper principle and find how many natural numbers there are

between .7 and 8.7 . Select the letter which labels the correct

statement.

(A) 8

(B) 7

(C) 6

(D) 9



Yc , correctly omitted 0 and 1
2

which are not counting numbers.
3

However, you inclurIeL decimal numbers, which also are not " natural "

or counting numbers.

Please return to page 33 and try this question again.
2

31

31

2

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 5 which follows:

Question 5

Draw a segment of the number line for reference and label it appropriately,

Apply the proper principle and find the coordinate of the point that is

4
1

units to the left of point 7 .

Select the letter which labels the correct statement.

(A) 3 (C)

(B) 2

I

(D) 3
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1

What interval did you use on your number line?

Did you make each point -§ of a unit away from the previous one?

3
1

4
then, can be considered 3

2

8

Please return to page 27 and try question 7 again.

2

32

2

It's very easy to be careless!

Please re-read the directions in ,aestion 10.

How long is segment YZ? What relationship does this have in our

problem? If you find YZ, then find the length of XY. Then can you

see how to find the coordinate of X?

Please return to page 22 and try question 10 again.

2
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This is cr,rrect.

Although
8

looks like a fraction, it actually is a numeral for 4 and

is, therefore, a natural number. The natural numbers are the " counting

numbers ".

Please go on to question 2 below.

Question 2

Recognize which of the following numbers are counting numbers.

0 1 , 1.1 , 1.2 , 2 , 1
2

3

Select the letter which has only counting numbers selected from the

above set written next to it.

(A) 1 , 1.1 , 1.2 , 2

(B) 0 1 , 2

(C) 1 , 2

(D) None of these other choices are correct.

I

1

33
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We disagree.

One of the letters does have the correct answer next to it.

Please reconsider your choice.

Please return to page 36 and try question 3 again.
2

34

2

Please check your arithmetic!

Segment PQ's length can be determined by subtracting the coordinate

of P from that of Q.

Please return to page 40 and try question 9 again.

9
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1

After drawing a number line, we can locate the point, 7 , and then

count four units to the left, arriving at 3 . Now go one-half a unit

farther to -Lie left, 2 .

2

1 1
1. 2- < 4

I I I i
I I

I I I I I

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Your answer Ls correct.

Please go on to question 6 .below.

35

Question 6

DraW a segment of the number line and label it appropriately. Apply the

proper principle and find the cmrdinate of a point that is 5.5 units

to the right of point 8.8 . Selec;:. the letter which labels the correct

statement.

N.

I

(A) 15.3

(B) 14.3

(C) 3.3

(D) 13.3

2
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1

Zero, the mieci number, 1
2

and the decimals, 1.1 and 1 , 2 are

not natural numbers.

Since each of the other answer choices contained at least one of these

along with the counting numbers, your answer choice is correct.

Please go on nz questicn 3 below.

36

2

Question' 3

Recognize wh:. the following numbers are whole numbers.

2 1 3
0

2 1

1.1
' 1.1

Select Le:nr-Lr whit_ has only whole numbers selected from the above

set, written next to it.

(A) 0
2 3 1.1
1 ' 1 ' 1.1

(B)

(C) 0

1 '3 1

' 2 ' 1 3

1 3

2 ' 1

(D) None of these other choices are correct.
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1

Sorry, we don't agree.

1
Did you count from the point 3 71- to the

1
It seems. that you counted 3 T, beyond

Please return to page 27 and try question 7 agaill.

2

37

2

It's very easy to be careless.

22
The fraccion does not symbolize the interval between 7 and 22 .

What does a fraction sygnify?

Please return to page 58 and try question 15 again.

2

I
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1

Segment YZ is 2.7 units in length. Segment XY is three times that;

so, XY is 8.1 units in length. Since X to the left of Y on

the number line, it's coordinate must be less. Therefore, we must

subtract the length of XY from the coordinate Y to find the

coordinate of X.

Since Y is 10:2 when we subtract the length of XY , the coordiaate

of X is 2.1 .

10.

- 8.1

2.1

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 11 below.

38

2

Question 11

Apply the proper principle and. find how many natural numbers there are

between 10 and 15 . Select the letter which labels the correct

answer.

(A) 4

(B) 5

(C) 6

(D) An infinite number.



39

1

Good' Your answer is correct.

The first natural apmber .firer .7 is 1. Before -emu reach 8.7 , you

have counted througn 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , and 8. Thus, there

rE: Wight natural numbers between .7 and 8.7 .

PleasE go on to questicn 14 below.

39

Question 14

Apply the proper principle and find a number between 1 , 4 and 1.5 .

Select the letter which labels the correct statement.

(A) 2.9

(B) 1.14

(C) 1.54

(D) 1.45

I

2
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1

You can find the distance between K and L 357 subtracting their

coordinates. Since each of the points are eoidistant, the coordinate

:)f N is

2.5 + 1.5 + 1.5

Coordinate of N is 5.1 .

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 9 below.

40

2

Question 9

Apply the proper principle and select the letter which correctly answers

this question:

What is the coordinate of point R on the number line

drawn below if QR is twice as long as PQ ?

4.5 9.25

P Q

(A) 27.75

(B) 13.75

(C) 18.75

(D) 18.50



414

1

The improper fraction 22

7
can be expressed as a mixed number. A mixed

number is made up of the natural number which is the largest possible

quotient and a remainder. As a mixed number 22
is expressed as 3 47

Please return to ?age 58 and try cuestion 15 again..

41

2

We're sorry, but we disagree.

3
i71 is not between 1 and 2 .' Did you. Zraw a number line to help you?

Please return to page 52 and try question :L9 again.
2



42

Between 1-17 and 2 exclusive, there are two marks; one at 1-
1
2

the other at 1-
4

. Between 2 and 3 inclusive, there are five

marks. There are two more at 34 a-
1

. Thus, there are
4 2

2 + 5 + 2

or nine marks in all.

On looking at it in another way,

1 5
14 =

4
and

3 15
a
LT 4

Between 5 fourths and 15 fourths there are 9 fourths.

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 17 below.

42

2

Question 17

Apply the proper principle and find how many whole numbers there are

72 6between
6

and 7 inclusive, that are also divisible by 3 .

Select the letter which labels the correct answer.

(A) 2

(B) 3

(C) 4

(D) None of these.



Right! There are four natural numbers between 10 and 15 .

The idea of "between" means that the end points are not to be part

of the segment.

Thus, we only consider the numbers,

11, 12, 13, and 14

Please go onto question 12 below.

Question 12

Apply the proper principle and find how many natural numbers there

are between

2.
1

and 8.-
1

4 2

Select the letter which labels the correct answer.

(A) 6

(B) 7

(C) 6

(D) 5

I
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1

It's very easy to be careless. You were not asked for the sum of the

coordinates, you were asked to find a numb!! between 1.4 and 1.5 .

Please return to page 39 and try question 14 again.
2

44

2

Sorry, we disagree. Did you sketch a number line to help you with

this problem?

,._..I. I1J11.1.11.1

1 21

1 1
14 221.

E---->

Now we're assuming that you can find the midpoint.

Please renrn to page 56 and try question 18 again.
2



1
1

It seems as though
-57 would be the midpoint between

4
and

because 5 is the midpoint between 4 and 6 .

However, it is not true. The point midway between two points could
be considered as the "average" of the two points.

Please return to page 62 and try question 20 again.
2

This is only one of three choices which you were offered which have
the value 14

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 69 and try question 1 again.
1

I
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1

It's very easy to be careless! The information that QR is twice as

long as PQ does NOT mean add the coefficients of P and Q to

find R .

Please return to page 40 and try question 9 again.
2

46

2

Did you draw a number line to help you with this question? Find the

point corresponding to .7 ; find the spot that corresponds to 8.7

and then count the number of natural numbers that fall between your

two points.

Please return to page 30 and try question 13 again.
2



1

Since the fraction

and

then the fraction

21
7 equals 3 ,

28

7
equals 4 ,

22

7

is between the natural numbers

3 and 4 .

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 16 below.

47

2

Question 16

Apply the proper principle and select the letter which correctly answers

the following question:

A 6-inch ruler has a mark for every one-quarter of an inch. How

many of these marks are there between 1-
1

and 3-
1

4 4

I
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1

It's easy to be careless. Did you draw a number line to assist you?

Divide your number line into fourths.

Please return to page 52 and try question 19 again.
2

48

2

What is the value of 4.5 + 3 ? And what is the value of 3 + 4.5 ?

If you still get his choice, you must have made a mistake in addition

since this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 60 and try question 2 again.

2
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1

Good guess! If the question had asked "Find how many numbers there

are between 10 and 15 " you would have been correct. You

overlooked the adjective, "Natural" in the description. The

natural numbers between 10 and 15 can be counted and thus are

not Infinite.

Please return to page 38 and try question 11 again.
2

49

2

Let us ask you a similar question.

Is $1.14 between $1.40 and $1.50 ?

Please return to page 39 and try question 14 again.
2

I
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1

Sorry, we don't agree. The number two can be expressed as
14

7

21 22
and the number 3 as

7
The number

7
is not between those

two.

Please return to page 58 and try question 15 again.
2

50

2

Sorry, arc don't agree. Did you forget the meaning of "inclusive"?

Suppose you correct the given fraction to whole numbers and then

list the numbers between them on the number line. The re-read the

rest of the question before you make your answer choice.

Please return to page 42 and try question 17 again.
2



If you are asked to tally (count) a number of items, a convenient

way of doing it is to put down a mark for each item.

To make it easier to total, it is customary to place every fifth

mark across the other four. This choice then offers the number

five plus five plus four, which is certainly 14. Then this choice

is not correct because its value is the same as two other choices.

Please return to page 69 and try question 1 again. Al.

1

51

1

51

2

You are probably used to doing subtractions with one number written

under the other. If you write it this way:

5.2

1.7

Do you now see your error? This choice is not correct.

Please return to page 65 and try question 3 again.
2

I
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1

A synonyin for "midway" is halfway. For example, midway between one

and two is the point 1
2

. Now another common method used to find

the micipoint, or average of two numbers is to add them and divide by

1 2 1 1
:14,3. The sum of and 27f is 3-7,- or 3,7 . One-half of can

be found by converting the mixed number to an improper- fraction.

1

1

2

equals

of

7

7

-2-

is 7

4

This can be refrmed as a mixed number 14

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 19 below.

52

2

Question 19

Apply the proper principle and find the coordinate of the point that

lies midway between 1 and
3

Select the letter which labels the

correct statement.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

3

4

6

5

4

2

5

4
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1

Let us ask you a similar question.

Is $1.54 between $1.40 and $1.50 ?

Please return to page 39 and try question. 14 again.
2

53

2

Sorry, we disagree!

Make a sketch of such a ruler to help you.

Return to. page 47 and try qustion 16 again.
2

I
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1

It's easy to be careless. To find an average of two points or the

midpoint, you take half the sum of their coordinates.

Please return to page 62 and try question 20 again.
2

54

2

Since the sum of any two numbers is a number, both of the additions

are possible.

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 60 and try question 2 again.

2
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1

The proper way to check a division example is to multiply the quotient

by the divisor to see if you get the dividend. Using this, t, does

0 x 7

It does not. Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 80 and try question 5 again.

2

55

2

What did get for He value of R ? If you had trouble dividing

2 by .2 , you shot.ld remember that it is ne_e..--Issary to move the

decimal point in the divisor to the right of -.11e number. Since that

moves it one place to the right, you must then moves the decimal

point in the dividend one place to the right as well. Since the

dividend was 2 .

What did you get when you moved the decimal point?

e.g.
2 2..2, 20

.2 i 2

Please return to page 90 and try question 7 again.

2
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1

Congratulations! Your answer shows that you recognized that the word

'inclusive" means that the end points of a segment are include2 in

the interval. Let us review this problem.

72

6 is the same as 12

6

2 is the same as 3

thole numbers between 12 and 3 inclusive are namely,

12, 11 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 .

Of these 12, 9, 6, and 3 are divisible by 3 .

Plase continue with question 18

56

2

Question 18

Apply the proper principle and find the coordinate of the point midway

1 .

between 14 2-
44

Select the letter which labels the correct number.

(A) 14 (C) 13

3
(B)

4
(D) 1.2
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1

Sorry, we don't agree. When Lwo fractions are added, we do NOT

merely combine their denominators.

Please return to page 62 and select another answer for question 20 .

2

57
2

Since this choice offers two different subtractions, and one of

them is not possible to do, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 71 and try question 4 again.
2

I
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1

Your answer is correct. Congratulations!

You can always find a number between two other numbers by finding

their average, that is
1

of their sum.

Please go on to question 15 below.

58

1

Question 15

Apply the proper principle and find between what two successive

natural numbers

correct answer.

(A)

(B)

22

7

3

lies.

and

and

Select the letter which labels the

22 (C) 3 and 3-
1

7

4 (D) 2 and 3



Your answer choice indicated that 3is midway between 1 and -1 ,

did you check your statement? Did you draw a number line-to help you?

Please return to page 52 and try question 19 again.
2

Writing the example in the way you are used to seeing it:

1.7

-5.2

You should recognize that the larger number is being taken away from

the smaller, which is impossible for you to do (at this time).

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 65 and try question 3 again.
2
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1

In Roman numerals this number has value 10 (for X) plus 5

(for V) plus 1 (for I). Its value is, therefore, 16, which is

not the same as the value of the other choices.

Therefore, this choice is correct.

Proceed to question 2 !)elcw.

60

2

question 2

If P is 4.5 + 3 , and Q is 3 + 4.5 , which statement do you

recognize is correct?

P is larger than Q

P is smaller than Q

P has the same value as Q

these additions are meaningless



This choice says that 2 divided by 4 equals 2 . The best way

to check a division is by multiplying quotient by divisor to see

if you get the dividend. But 2 does not equal 4 times 2 .

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 80 anil try question. 5 again.
2

Did you calculate the value of each of the letters? You have a

mistake in arithmetic somewhere, since this choice is not correct.

Return to page 90 and try question 7 again.
2
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1

Congratulations! Your answer is correct. If 'CAI divide your number

line into fourths, 1 is the fourth mark from zero,

3
-2-- is the sixth mark from zero.

The point midway between these two is the fifth mark which corresponds

5
to 2, .

Please go on to question 20 below.

62

2

Question 20

Apply the proper principle and find the coordinate of the point that

1

6

1lies midway between -4- and

(A)
1

5

(B) 112

(C)

,(D)

1

10

5

24



Since this choice offers two different divisions, where the order

of the numbers is changed, the results are not equal. In general,

the division of any two numbers is possible, but the result depends

on the order of the numbers. In any event, this choice is incorrect.

Return to page 71 and try question 4 again.
2

Since the sum of two numbers does not depend on the order of addition,

this statement is correct. But you were asked for the cne which is

not correct.

Therefore, this is not the correct choice.

Return to page 85 and try question 6 again.
2
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1

Since 5 divided by 3 is 13 is not larger than 2 , this
3

choice is not correct.

Return to page 73 avid try question 8 again.
2

64

2

In adding two fractions, the requit is larger than either one. Howe.ver,

in multiplying two fractions (proper fractions), the reverse is true,

since part of a quantity is smaller than the original. Then it is

impossible for S and T to have the same value, and this choice is

not correct.

Return to page 95 and try question 10 again.
2



Since the value of P is 7.5 , and the value of Q is 7.5, this

is correct.

Proceed to question 3 below.

Question 3

Which choice do you recognize is correct?

4.5 (C)

4.5 (D)

(A) 5.2 1.7 =

(B) 1.7 - 5.2 =

I

65

1

65

2

1.7 - 5.2 = 3.5

5.2 1.7 = 3.5
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1

A simple rule which you should know is that if two fractions have the

same numerator, the one with the larger denominator is the smaller

fraction.

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 91 and try question 9 again.
2

66

2

As pointed out in the Preliminary Notes to this segment, you may not

divide by zero. Therefore, 5 divided by zero is not a number, and

it cannot be compared in size to a number. Then this choice is not

correct.

Return to page 77 and try question 11 again,
2



The midpoint between

the coordinates

The sum of

1

4

1

4

67

1

1
and -fT can be determined by averaging

and 1

1

4
and -6- is

12

Next, we take one-half of this, thus, the coordinates of the midpoint are

5

24

Your answer is correct.

You have now finished this SEGMENT. Hand in the PUNCH CARD.

You should have entered in your NOTEBOOK the following:

1. counting numbers are also called natural or whole numbers.

2. " between " means that the end points of the segment are

not included.

3. " inclusive " means the end points are also part of the

segment.

4. including means that only one end point is included.

You should now be able to complete the following from your homework:

pg. 3 - 4 questions 1 - 10

pg. 17 questions 1 - 12
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1

Volume 1 Segment 3 begins here:

Obtain a Punch Card from your instructor. In addition to the other

identifying information that must be furnished by you, you are asked to

punch out the following.

COLUMNS 48 and 50 0 3 (Sequence Number)
54 and 56 0 4 (Type of Punch Card)
60 and 62 0 1 (Volume Number)
66 and 68 0 3 (Segment Number)

Preliminary Notes:

The four fundamental operations of arithmetic (addition, subtraction,

multiplication and division) are familiar to you. However, there are

certain facts that we ought to review, even though you may feel that

they are obvious.

1. When any two numbers are added, the result is a

number, and there is only one result.

2. When any two numbers are multiplied, the result

is a number, and there is only one result.

3. When one number is subtracted from another and

there is a result, there is only one result.

4. When one number is divided by another and there

is a result, there is only one result.

You understand, of course, that a number maybe large or small, integral

(whole number) or fractional, or even zero.

Now the first two statements guarantee that addition of two numbers or

multiplication of two numbers is always possible and give a single

result. Statement number 3 suggests that subtraction is not always

possible, and this is true.

continued
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1

The number being subtracted must not be larger than the number we are

subtracting it from. May the two be equal ? Of course, since a number

subtracted from itself gives zero.

Division also does not guarantee a result. When may a division be

impossible ? The answer is that any division is possible, except ...

but we'll get to that. You know that

6 = 2 = 3, and

2 1. 6 = 1.

3 .

The division of one number by another, in that order, gives a single

result. In a different order, it would be a different divison. Now for

the exception: division by zero is impossible! Why is that ?

Let's look at 6 :..- 3.

We say the result is 2 because

6 = 3 x 2 .

Then, if

6 0. = ( a number )

It must follow that
6 = 0 x ( a number )

But zero times any number equals zero. Therefore, YOU MAY NOT DIVIDE

BY ZERO.

Now turn to your reading assignment for this segment: pages 5 - 8.

You will now be asked a series of questions to draw your attention to

the more important points.

Question 1

Which choice do you recognize is a numerical expression for a number

different from the others ?

A. 14
B. XVI
C. fourteen
D. tH1 11.1.1 I1 L

I
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1

Since the product of two numbers does not depend on the order of

multiplication, this statement is correct; but you were asked for

the one which is not correct. Therefore, this is not the correct

choice.

Please return to page 85 and try question 6 again.
2

70

2

In adding two fractions, the result is larger than either one. However,

in multiplying two proper fractions, the reverse is true, since part

of a quantity is sm.9.11er than the original.

Then:

while

S is larger than
1
-I

T is smaller than 1 .

2

Therefore, thir, choice is not correct.

Please return to page 95 and try question 10 again.
2



Writing the example in the more usual form, we have:

5.2

-1.7

Performing the subtraction and being careful with our arithmetic, we

get the result you chose.

Therefore, this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 4 which follows.

Question 4

Which choice do you recognize is correct?

(A) 4 3 = 3 - 4

(B) 4 3= 3 4

(C) 4 x 3 = 3 x 4

(D) None of these.

I
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1

If you add these numbers keeping the decimal points in line, the

result is

1.2

which is certainly not smaller than

1

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 83 and try question 12 again.
2

72

2

This choice says that the value on the right side is

3.5 ii

Is that the value you got for the left side? The left side said that

you were to divide the total of

3 + 2 by 2

If you insist on dividing before you add, you must divide each

number by

2

This choice is not correct.

Please return to page 98 and try question 13 again.
2



The value of

73

1

P = 8 + 2

is- 10

The value of Q = 5 x 2

is 10

The value of R = 2 .2

can be calculated as follows:

.2 )2

shifting the decimal point one

.2.),20.
....,

'place to the right.

Then the value of R is also 10.

This choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 8 below.

73

2

Question 8

Which ona of the statements do you recognize as correct ?

(A) 5 3 > 2

(B) 5 3 < 2

(C) 5 3< 2

(D) 5 x 3 < 2

I
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1

This choice says that

divided by

equals

0

7

7

The best way to check a division is by multiplying quotient by

divisor to see if you get the dividend. But

0

does not equal 7 x 7

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 80 and try question 5 again.
2

74

2

Since 6.2 x 70 = 434

and 350 + 84 = 434

this choice does not make the inequality true. Therefore, this choice

is not correct.

Please return to page 104 and try question 14 again.
2



Since the same number, 5 , is divided by two different numbers;

the results must have different values. Therefore, this choice

is not correct.

Please return to page 91 and try question 9 again.
2

Since the number 7 + 3

equals 10

and 10

divided by. 2

equals 5

which is not larger than

6

this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 107 and try question 16 again.
2

I
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1

Since one of the other choices is correct, this is not.

Please return to page 71 and try question 4 again.
2

76

2

Since one of the other choices is correct, this is not.

Please return to page 85 and try question 6 again.

2

I



In adding two fractions, the result is larger than either one.

However, in multiplying two proper fractions, the reverse is true

since part of a quantity is smaller than the original.

Then

while

S is larger than 1
2

T is smaller than 1
2

Therefore, this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 11 below.

Question 11

Which choice iou recognize as correct ?

I

5 7- 0 > 5

5 7 0 = 5

5 7 0 < 5

None of these.
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1

Since 5 3

is not smaller than 2

this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 73

2

78

and try question 8 again.

2

Since 5 x 1 = 5

and

which is not smaller than

5 + 2 = 7

4

this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 100 and try question 15 again.
2



You may not have been able to think of it, but there is more than

just the number 1 which has this property.

Will this hint help? A number fits this property is a very familiar

one, but one which you ofteti do not think of as a number.

Please return to page 97 and try question 17 again.
2

The proper procedure is to find the value of the numerator first,

and then divide. If do this, you will find that the fraction

on the left does not have the same value as the sum on the right.

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Did you decide to divide one of the numbers by 2 before adding?

That is not correct. If you insist on dividing before performing

the addition, you must divide each number by the 2 .

Please return to page 93 and try question 18 again.
2
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1

Since the result in a multiplication does not depend on the order

of the numbers, this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 5 below.

80

2

Question,5

Which choice do you recognize as correct ?

(A) 7 .1 7 = 0

(B) 2 4 = 2

(C) 0 . 7 7

(0) 2 4 = .5
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1

Since 5 x 3

is not smaller than 2

tts choice is not correct.

Please return to page- 73 and try question 8 again.
2

81

2

Since 6.2 x 70 = 434

and 350 + 12 x 7 = 350 + 84 = 434

this choice does not make the inequality true.

Therefore,, this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 104 and try question 14 again.
2
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1

If one is subtracted from both the numerator and th,i denominator of

a 'fraction, the resulting fraction does not have the sam,z. vall.:z1 as

the original fraction.

would become

e.g. (which equals 3)

9 1 8
4)

3 1 2
(which equals

Please return to page 91 and try question 9 again.
2

82

2

Since the number 8 + 3 equals 11

and 11 divided by 2

is 5-
1

2

which is not larger tharj 6

this choice is not correct.

'Please return to page 107 and try question 16 again:
2
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1

Since none of the other choices is correct, this choice is correct.

Notice that 5 divided by 0 is not number, and it cannot be com-

pared to size to any number.

.Please proceed to question 12 below.

Question 12

Perform the calculation to find which choice correct.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

.4 +

25.47

4 +

22

7

x

43

7

< 1

4> 100

4

- 2

4

3

I

83

2
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1

Have you found some numbers which have the property mentioned? When

you multiply your number by itself, you arc supposed to get the same

number again. This choice says that you found many numbers like this.

Since that is impossible, you have misunderstood the problem in some

way.

This choice is not correct.

Please retuia to page 97 and try question 17 again.
-2

84

2

If you find the value in the numerator first, you get 10 .

But 10 divided by 6 is less than 2 ;

it is certainly not larger that 5 .

Therefore, this choice is not correct. Note that it is important to add

before doing the division.

Please return to page 102 and try question 19 again.
2



This choice says that

2 divided by 4 equals

The best way to check a division is by multiplying quotient by divisor

to see if you get the dividend.

Does 2 equal 4 times .5 ? Yes, it does.

Therefore, this choice is correct.

Please proceed to question 6 below.

Question 6

Which statement do you recognize is NOT correct?

(A) 8.3 2 2 8.3

(B) 8.3 x 2 = 2 x 8.3

(C) 8.3 + 2 = 2 + 8.3

(D) None of these.

I
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1

Since one of the other choices is correct, this is not.

Please return to page 95 and try question 10 again.

86

2

and

5
1

2
2.-

2.5 + 2 = 4.5

which is not smaller than 4 .

Therefore, this choite is not correct.

Please return to page 100 and try question 15 again.
2



This choice says that the value on the right side is 4 . Is that the

value you got for the left side? The left side said that you were to

divide the total of

3 + 2 by 2

If you insist on dividing before you add, you must divide each number

by 2 .

ar

This choice is not correct.

Please return to page 98 and try question 13 again.
2

Since one of the other choices is correct, this is not.

Please return to page '93 and try question 18 again.
2

I
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SEG 3

Page 2 of 2

MBO

Upon ,...:mpletitn :f this i,egment,

the studet7. he 20":° to:

MBO CODE

11320 -recognize a7.d apply the principle;
to combine f-a:'ilons with unlike
deominators, st ,.:hange the fractions
to equivalent tractions with like
denominators

11321 ....calculate the least common multiple (LOY)
ot 2 binomials..

2 2
the. LCM a + b and (a- b ) is

a b
2

113'22 oomhitle 1:(a rins with diffeent-
mc.noma1 denomiott.rs consisting of
mc2riples of one le,-ter, e.g.

b A 6b + 4c 3c1

2a 3a 12a

11323 combine frao.zions with different
monomial denominators coaaisring of
mace than one letter, e,g,
3x 5y 2z 9abx + 10by 7az

Z
2ab jab 6ab

2
6a

2
b
2

11324 comlyine tractions with different
monomial deri..ilinals and binomials in
the numerators, e.g.
x + 4 2 x 2b(x- + 4) - 3a(2 x)

3a 2b 6ab

11324 ...combine fractions with different
binomials as denominators, e.g.

3a a - 1 3a - 2(a 1)

2a +. 6 a ± 3 2(a + 3)

11326 ...combine fractions containing a
denominator which. is the difference of
2 squares, e.g,

1 3

a
2 -b 2

a + b (a + b)(a - b)

11327 ...combine fractions with a trinomial
in the denominator, e.g.

6x 13 5 6x 13 5(x 2)

x
2

- 5x 6 x - 3 (x 3)(x. - 2) 97



VOL 11

SEG, 4

Page 1 of 2

HBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

MBO CODE

11410 combine mixed expressions.

11411 recognize that a mixed number can
be written as the sum of an integer
and a fraction, e.g.

23 2 +
3 3

11412 .,.change a mixed number to an improper
fraction, e.g
2 22

=
5

11413 express a mixed number as a fraction,
e.g. 2 a

2
+ 2

a + -a =
a

11414 -.express a fraction as a mixed expression,
e.g.

3x 2 23 -
x x.

11415 .express a mixed expression as a single
fraction, when the denominator is a
binomial, e.g

2K y
2
- 4xx -

x - 2 x - 2

11416 multiply 2 mixed expressions, e.g,

I x - + 1 = 272 x+ 2

L.

x + x + 1

(x 1)(x + 2)

x

11420 -.divide 2 mixed expressions, e.g.

4 . x 2x x - 2
x - 2 7 Tx - x 2 2x - 2

98



MBO CODE

11430

11431

VOL. 11

SEG. 4

Page 2 of 2

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student souAd be able to

simplify complex fractions.

....recognize the meaning of a complex
fraction, e-g.

1

1

1

4 a a

2 a a 4 1
3

are called complex fractions:

11432 simplify a complex fraction consisting
of the quotient of a fraction and a
number, e.g. 2

3 2

4 12

11433 ...simplify the complex fraction consisting
of the quotient of a number and a fraction,
e,g, 4

4
6 24--
5

11434 ...simplify the quocienr of 2 fractions, e.g.
1

2 1 3 3

2 2 2

3

11435 ...simplify a fraction wheze the numerator is
a mixed expression, e-g.

1 +
1 a

+
a c be

11436 ...simplify a fraction where both numerator and
. denominator is a mixed expression, e.g.

1
1

1 - x 1 -x- 1 , 1 x

1 ... X 1 X 6 1 ''' X
x - 1

99



MBO L:ST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

HBO CODE

11510 --solve open sentences with
fractional coefficints

11511 recognize and appi_y the principle:
two open sentences with the same
solution set are called equivalent
equations-

11512 recognize and apply the principle:
an open sentence can be changed to
an dquavaient open sentence by
multiplying bo-_h sides by the same
quantity. 'has,

211 ...,. 5

(multiplied by 6; beomes:
3x 2x = 30 and the two a.e.
equivalent

11513 find the 1owes7.. c:mmDn denominator
of an ..)pen senr.e:,:e w;th fractional

c:efficients,
eg the L-C,D or

2
= 5 is 6

11514 change an open sen÷ene with fractional
coefficients to an equivalent sentence
with integral coefficiers,

11515 solve the linear eq;;ation resulting from
changing an equation with fractional
coefficients to one with integral coeffi
cients.

11516 check the solution set. obtained in
solving the open sentence that contained
fractional oefficients,

100

VOL 11

SEG 5



PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

MBO CODE

12110 ...solve verbal investment problems

VOL 12

Seg 1

12111 recognize and apply the principle:
simple interest (I) on an amount
of money (P), invested at a certain annual
rate (R) for one year, is the
product c.f that amount and the
rate. i, e. I = P. R

12112 recognize and apply the
simple interest on an amount of
money invested at a certain annual
rate for (t) years is given by
the formula: I = P. R.t

12113 recognize and apply the principle:
at the end of one year, an investment
of (P) dollars at (R) annual rate of
interest will result in the investor
having (P + PR) dollars.

12114 express the percent interest rate
as decimal.

12115 recognize and apply the principle:
if the sum (N) of.the 2 quantities
is given, and one of the quantities is
denoted by (x), the other quantity is
(N x)

12116 recognize and apply the principle:
the income from 2 investments is the
sum of the incomes from each
investment.

12117 solve the equations that result from
analysis of interest problems having
decimal coefficients.

12118 check the results obtained with the
original problem.



PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the student
shoud be able ro:

MBO CODE

12210 ...solve verbal percent mixture problems

12211 recognize and apply the principle:
the addition of pure water represents
the addition of a substance with no
percent concentration of the ocher
Ingredient.
e..g, in adding water to alLoho1,
water has 0% alcohol.

VOL. 12

SEG. 2

12212 recognize and apply the principle:
the addition of a pure substance to
a mixture is the addition of 100% concentration
of that substance.

12213 recognize and apply the principle:
the addition of an amount of a substance
to a mixture increases the total mixture
by that amount
e.g. if 1 gallon of water is added to
a mixture of x gallonE, the total
mixture now contains (1 + x) gallons.

12214 reoignize and apply the principle:
if an amount of water has been evaporated, the
new mixture is reduced by chat amount.
e.g. if 20 ounces of water is evaporated from
a solution of x ounces, the new mixture
.contains (x - 20) ounces,

12215 calculate the amount of pure ingredient in
a mixture of a certain percent pure of that
ingredient.

12216 recognize and apply the principle: the
percent pure of a mixture is found by dividing
the amount of total pure by the amount of
total mixture and multiplying by 100 .

12217 check the results obtained with the original
problem..

102
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PMC IX

MBO CODE

12310

12311

12312

VOL. 12

SEG. 3

mBo LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the student
should be able to:

,solve fractional equations using the
following sequence of operations:

recognize and apply the principle:
a fractional equation is an equation
w_th variables in the denominators,

e g_
3 i -
2x x 9

find the lowest common mol:iple of the
denominators of the equation (LCD).

12313 change the fractional equation to an
equation with Integral _coefficients by
multiplying alp terms by the lowest
common denominator of the equation.

12314 recognize and apply the principle:
multiplying a fractional equation by
a variable expression which can represent
zero, may produce extraneous roots.

12315 recognize and apply the principle: the
solutions obtained must. be checked
by substituting their values
in the original equation.

12316 solve fractional equations with binomial
expressions in their denominator,

e.g.

4x 3
3x 1

12317 ...solve fractional equations with trinomial
expressions in the denominator,

1
e.g.

2y + 3

2

4y
2

+ 8y + 3

103
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ME0 LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the student
should be abLe to:

VOL 12

SEG. 4

MBO CODE

12410 ...solve work problems

12411' recognize and apply the principle:
the race of working means the amount of
work done in some specified unit of time.
e.g. if a man can do a certain job

in (a) days, in one day, he does 1'

of the job, a

12412 recognize and apply the principle:
the amount of work done is the
product of the time spent working
and the rate of doing work.

e.g. if a man does
1
a- of the job

in one day he does Di the job in x days..

12413 recognize and apply the principle:
if several persons are working together
on a job, the amount of work done in
one day is the sum of the individual amounts.

e.g.
1

+
1

+ is the total

amount of work done in one day.

12414 recognize and apply if several persons
axe working together on a job, the
amount of work done in (x) days is the
sum of u,:)- times their daiiy amounts.

e.g.
a

+
x

+ - amount done in

x days.

12415 recognize and apply the total job cam-
be represented by 1

12416 write the equation indicating the amount
of work performed in x days by each
operator or operation co complete the job.

e.g,
x x+ + = 1

12417 solve the resulting equation having fractional
coefficients..

12418 check the results obtained with the
original problem.

104
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SEG. 5

MBO LIST

Upon compieLlon of this segment, the student
should be able to:

ME0 CODE

12510 ...solve motion problems involving the use
of fractional equations.

12511 recognize and apply the principle:
distance equals the product of rate and time.

i.e. d = r,

12512 recognize and apply the principle:
time equals the quotient of distance
and rate.

i.e, =
d

12513 recognize and apply the principle:
rate equals the quotient of distance
and time.

i.e. r =

12514 calculate the combined rate of an
object going in the same direction
of a wind or a current.
e.g, i.f the simple rate is "r",

and rate of current is "i" then
rate with current is ( r + c)

12515 calculate the combined rate of an
object going against a wind or
current.
e.g. rate against current is ( r c)

12516 tabulate the given data of a motion
problem in a chart form,

R x T = d
with the wind

against the wind

12517 write a fractional equation involving
the relations'given between time or
distance.

12518 solve the resulting fractional equation.

12519 check the results obtained with the
oi.iginal problem.

105
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. 13

SEG- 1

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to

MBO CODE

13110 ...write an equation in two variables to
express the relationships in a verbal
problem.

13111 ...choose letrers ro represent the two
variables

13112 --translate the verbal statement of a
relationship ..nto an algebraic equation,
by using the chosen variables and equiva-
lents for standard words such as "equal to"
increased by, is, twice, etfl.

13120 find the ordered pairs or numbers which ace
solution sets of a given equation.

13121 -.recognize and apply the prin:iple: the
numbers of an ozdered pair represent the
x value and the y value in that o!der.
e.g (5, -2) means x = 5, y = -2

13122 --transform a given equation of the form
ax t by .,, c into one of the fDrm y = mx k

13123 --find the value of y which :ortesponds to
each value of x in its repla.;ement set,

13124 ...express the solution set of an equation as
a roster 7,t ordered pairs,

106



VOL 13

SEG 2

Page 1 of

:B° LIST

Upon :Dmpletion of this segment_,
the student should be able 7D:

MBO CODE

.13210 the point in a plane with reference
to a of Cartesian Toocdinate axes which
correponds to an ordered pair of numbers.

13211 ...recozaize and use the words axis, Cartesian
coo.rdihate axis, origin, horizontal, vertical,
plot, abscissa and .:-,rdinate, in the creation
and interpretation of graphs of points in a
plane-

13212 _recognize the difference of position of
points in a Cartesian plane naming abscissas
of zero, positive or negative values,

13213 ...recognize the differences of position of
points in a Cartesian plane having ordinates
of zero, positive or negative values.

13220 ...find the ordered pair of numbers corres-
ponding to a given point in a Cartesian plane.

13221 ...recognize that the abscissa of a point
means the distance, parallel to the axis, to
the right Or left from the Y axis to the point.

13222 ...recognize that the ordinate of a point means
the distance parallel to the Y axis, up or
down from the X axis to the point.

13223 ...recognize, chat a point which is on the
axis has an abscissa of zero.

13224 recognize that a point which is on the X
axis has an ordinate of zero.

10'
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SEG. 2

PAGE 2 of 2

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this. segment,
the student should be able to:

MBO CODE

13230 ...draw the graph on a Cartesian
plane of a given linear equation in
two variables, x and y.

13231 ,construct a table of values composed
of the coordinates of at least 3 points
whose coordinates satisfy the equation.

13232 .plot the location of the points ficm
the table of values on graph paper con-
taining Cartesian coordinates and connect
them with a straight line.

13233 ...draw the graph of an equation of the
form x = c, by drawing a line through
any 3 points each having an abscissa
of c

13234 .,.draw the graph of an equation of the
form y = c, by drawing a line through
any 3 points each having an ordinate
of c

13235 ,..draw the graph of an equation of the
form ax by = c , by locating 3 points
whose coordinates fit the equation, and by
connecting them with a straight line.

108



PMC IX

MBO CODE

13310

13311

13312

A

13313

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment the
student should be able to:

...find the slope of a given line.

...define the value of the slope of a
line as

VOL. 13

SEG. 3

Page 1 of 2

JPTIONAL

...find the value of delta y ,

from two points, (xl, yl, and (x2 , y2)

by subtracting the y values: y2 yi

...find the value of delta x , (Ax)

from tw points, (xl, yl) and (x2 , y
2

)

by su >1racting the x values: x2 xi

13314 recognize from the appearance of the
when the slope is positive:

positive:

zero

negative:

does not exist 1
4)5

13320 ...determine whether or not 3 points A,

B, C are on a straight line.

13321 ...calculate the slopes of AB and BC.

13322 ...recognize that equal slopes of two lines
through one point indicate that the lines
and the points on the lines are collinear.

13323 ...recognize that unequal slopes of two
lines through one point indicate that the
lines and the points'on the lines are not
collinear.

13324 ...recognize that, if neither segment
(AB or BC) through the same point, B,
has a slope, the points A , B , and C ,

are collinear. 109



PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

MBO CODE

13330 ,..use slope to determine the value of
a variable.

VOL 13

SEG. 3

Page 2 of 2

13331 ...find a second point on a line, given
one point and the slope: e.g. m = 3 , (2,1),
(a,4), find a.

13332 ...find the value of a variable given the
slope: e.g. m = 2 , (a, 1), (2a, 5), find a.

13340 ...graph a line by the slope-intercept
method, given its equation in the form
ax + by = c , b # 0 .

13341

13342

13343

13344

13345

...transform the equation from ax + by =
to y = mx + b .

...recognize the value of the slope, m =
Ay

m from the form y = mx + b
,Ax

...recognize the value of the y intercept,
b, from the form y = mx + b

...locate the y intercept, (b), on the
graph.

...use the slope m =
Ay
L1x '

second point, (L x , b + L y)

to locate a

13346 ...draw the line through the y intercept and
the 2nd point found by using the slope.

110



PMC Ix

13410

13411

13412

13413

VOL. 13

SEG. 4

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

...graph a line given its equation in

the form ax + by = c .

...graph a line when b = 0 given the

form ax + by = c

...graph a line when a = G , given the

form ax + by = c

..graph a line of the form ax + by = c

when a ;= 0 , b t 0 .

13420 ...graph a linear inequality in two

variables.

13421 ...recognize and apply the principle
that y mx + b indicates all points
above the line y = mx + b .

13422 ...recognize and apply the principle:

y mx + b indicates all points below

the line y = mx + b .

13423 ...recognize and apply the principle:

x ....means all points to the right

of the line.

13424 ...recognize and apply the principle:

x ...,means all points to the left of

the line.

13425 ...recognize and apply the principle:
a dotted line is the graph of only the

inequality; a solid line is the graph
of an equation combined with an
inequality,

i.e. y mx + b



PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
Lucent should be able to:

MBO CODE

VOL. 13

SEG. 5

13510 ...recognize from the graph of two equations
whether the equations are independent or
inconsistent.

13511 ...determine that the equations are
independent by finding that the lines
intersect.

13512 ...determine that the equations Are
depundent by finding the 7..wo coincide.

13513 c'.-termine that the equaLlont.
in: ;istenr by finding that t. , cwo
11 are parallaI

13520 ..-:mad the solution set of a paLr
of equations from the graph of th,- equations.

13521 ...graph the two lines on the same set
or cartesian coordinate axes

13522 ,..find the coordinates of the .0f

inE7rrsection and call them the
soiution sec of the two equaticns.

L3523

13524

13'25

112

heck the solution set by sub-
stitating the values in eaJ-1 equation.

..recognize that the solution set is
the empty set if the lines are parallel.

...recognize that the solution set is
infinite if the two lines coincide.
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MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

MBO CODE

VOL. 14

SEG. 1

Page 1 of 2

14110 ...solve a pair of linear simultaneous equations
in two unknowns by the addition method.

14111 ...recognize the conditions under which
adding the two equations together will
eliminate one variable.

14112 ...solve for one variable, after eliminating
the other by addition-

14113 ...solve for the second variable, by
substituting the value already found for the
first in one f the equations.

14114 ...check the solution by substituting both
values in both equations.

14120 ...solve a pair of linear simultaneous equations
in two unknowns by the subtraction method.

14121 ...1:L7ognize the condi-Lions under which
subs acting one equati from the other will
elim-__:,ate one variable-

14122 ...solve for one variable, after eliminating
the other by subtraction.

14123 ...solve for 'Jae sec.ind variable, by
substituting the value already found for
the first in one of the equations.

14124 ...check the soluti n by substituting both
values in both equations.

113
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MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

M130 CODE

VOL. 14

SEG. 1

Page 2 of 2

14130 ...solve a pair of linear simultaneous equations
in two unknowns by eliminating one variable by
the addition or subtraction method after
multiplying each equation by the appropriate
number,

14131 _find the Lowest common multiple of the
x coefficients and of the y coefficients.

14132 ..,find what multiplier is needed in the
first equation, and what multiplier is needed
in the second, so that equal coefficients
will be produced for one the variables.

14133 ...multiply all terms in each equation by the
appropriate number

14134 .determine whether to acLI subtract the
resulting equations so as to eiiminate one
variable.

14135 ...add or subtract the two equations so as
to eliminate one va.A.able.

14136 ...solve for the second vaiable by
substituting the value aiceady round for the
first in one of the equations.

14137 check the solution by substituting both
values in both equations-

14140 transform each equation of the pair of
simultaneous linear equations in two variables
into the form ax + by = c .

14141 ...multipy both members of equation by
the lowest common denominator to remove any fractions.

14142 ...combine simultaneous and add or subtract
appropriate quantities by using the addition and
subtraction - properties of to give a
result in the form ax by .. .

114



PMC

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
Student should be able to

IT.30 CODE

14210 ...solve a pair of simultaneous linear
equations in two unknowns by the
substitution method.

14211 ,.,determine in equation of a pair
of simultaneous linear equations in two
unkriwns, solution i:)-t one variable in
termi; of the other woi]ld be simpler.

14212 ...solve one equation for one variable.
in terms of the ol.her variable.

14213 ..,substitute the algebraic value obtained
for one variable from one equation in
the other equation, so as to
produce a third equation in one variable.

142i4 . ...solve the resulting equation in one
variable is r that variable.

VOL. 14

SEG. 2

14215 ...substitute the solution for this
variable in one of the original equations and solve
for the remaining variable,

14216 .check by substituting the values found for
each variable in both of the original equations.
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PMC IX

ME0 CODE

MBO LIST

Upon ....ompietion of this segment,

the student should be able to:

graph in the Cartesian plane an inequalic-,;
in one c,r two variables:

transfr.;rm an inequa.iry to an equality
by replacing the inequality sign with an
equals sign

recognize and apply the prinziple:
the equation derived by transforming an
inequality to an equation is -called
equation or the reference line.

--graph the reference line

1-J14 recognize that the graph of an
inequality in two variables is one
of the two half-planes formed by
the reference line,

1-315 recognize that the graph of an in-
equality which contains only the varia:cle
y is that half-plane either above or
below the hortizontal reference line,

14316 recognize that the graph of an in-
equality which contains only the variable
x is chat half -plane either to the right
or left of the vertical reference line,

1431! recognize that the reference line is
to be dotted unless the equal sign also
appeared with the ineqUality.

14320 .solve graphically a set of linear
inegaalities in two unknowns.

represent the solution of each
irEquality by a different method of
shading of the half-plane

:22 recognize the region where the
1:idual solutions overlap, as the

Aution of the set or the two given
-- aLalities.

116
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PMC IX

MBO COD

14410

14411

14412

14413

14414

14415

14416

1L LIS

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

solve verbal problems by using two
variables and one of the three methods
for solving simultaneous linear equa-
tions,

...solve number relationship problems
using two variables.

.,.solve perimeter problems using two
variables.

...solve purchasing problems using two
variables.

.solve investment problems using two
variables.

....solve mixture problems using two
variables,

.solve coin problems using two
variables:

VOL. 14
Sli;. 4

117
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MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should he able to:

MBO CODE

1 510 ,- determine the equation of a line
whose graph in the Cartesian plane
g?es through rwo points which have
the same abscissa,

14511
, recognize that points wit.h the

same abscissa lie on a line parallel
to the Y axis

14512 recogniz9 that the eqi;ation of a
line parallel to the Y axis is of the
form x = k

14520 ., -determine the equation of a line whose
graph in the Catre,ian plane goes through
two poinrs which have the same ordinate.

14521 re-_;gnize that points wrh the same
ordinate lie on a line paz-alleL to the
X axis,

14522 that he equation of a line
pafaLc1 To rho X axis is ti the form

= k.

14530 -determine the equation of a line whose
graph in the Cartesian plane passes through
two points which have different abscissas
or different ordinates or both.

14531 ---recognze and apply the principle: the
equation fc. a line can he written in the
form y = b,

14532 substitute the values of x and y,
which are the coordinates. of the two
points on the graph or the line in the
equation after it has been put in the form
y =mx+ b

118

VOL 14

SEG. 5
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PMC IX

MBO CODE

14533

14534

14535

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

..,solve the simultaneous equations to
find the values of m and of b.

...write the equation of the line.

,check that the coordinates of the
points fit the resulting equation.

VOL. 14
SEG. 5
PAGE 2 of 2



PMC

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

MBO CODE

VOL. 15

SEG. 1

15110 ..,solve verbally posed digit problems concerning
the relationships of the digits, the reverse
number and the number itself.

15111 ...express a two digit number in the form:
10t + u.

15112 ...recognize and apply the principle:
the place value of the units digit
is equal to its face value.

15113 .recognize and apply the principle:
the place value of the tens digit
is ten times its face value,

15114 ...express the sum of the digits in the
form: t + u

15115 ...express the reversed number in the
form: 10u + t

15116 ...recognize and apply the principle:
changing the order of the digits
changes the place value but not
the face value of the digits.

15117 ...express verbal statements of
relations between the digits as
equations.

15118 .,.translate into verbal form any
equation concerning the digits, the
number, or the reversed number.

120



PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

ME0 CODE

VOL 15

SEG. 2

15210 ...solve verbally posed constant motion
problems involving compound rates along
the same line of motion, e.g. "boat -in- stream''

problems.

15211 ,recognize and apply the principle:
the relationship involved in constant
:Linear motion problems is rate times time
equals distance,

15212 ...recognize and apply the principle:
the effective rate downstream of a boat
is the sum of two rates: the basic rate
of the boat in stillwater plus the
rate of the stream.

15213 ...recognize and apply the principle:
the effective rate upstream of a boat
is the difference of two rates: the
basic rate of the boat- in still water minus
the rate of the sr :ream,

15214 ...recognize and apply the principle:
a "round trip" indicates that the distance
upstream equals the distance downstream.

15215 ...recognize and apply the principle:
the units in a constant motion problem must
be consistent,

e.g, m miles per hour for h hours
equals -mh miles...a feet per second for
b seconds equals ab feet; s miles per
hour in still water + c miles per hour
of the current equals s + c miles per
hour downstream.



PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

1,1B0 CODE

15310 ...solve verbally posed age problems
involving two variables,

15311 ..,express the age of each person by
a different variable

15312

15313

15314

15 315

15316

122

..,recognize and apply the principle:
ac a time"a" years in the future,
the age of each person will be "a"
greater than at present.

...recognize and apply the principle:
at a time "b" years ago, the age of
each person was "b" less than at
present,

..,recognize and apply the principle:
the difference between the ages of
two people is an invariant at any time
of their lives,

,..recognize and apply the principle:
the ratio of the ages of two people
varies with time

.,.express as an algebraic equation
a given relationship between the
ages of two persons,

VOL. 15
SEG. 3

Page 1 of 2



1MC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

VOL. 15

SEG. 3

Page 2 of

MBO CODE

15320 ...solve verbally posed problems about fractions.

15321 ...represent numerator and denomi nator
by different variables,

15322 ...recognize that the value of a fraction
determines only the ratio between the
numerator and the denominator.

15323 ...express the reciprocal of a given
fraction as a function of the
original numerator and denominator.

15324 ...express as an algebraic equation
a given relationship between the
numerator and denominator of a fraction.

9



124

PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

MBO CODE

15419 _recognize the characteristics of the
set of natural numbers,

1541i recognize that the set of natural
numbers is equivalent to the set of
positive integers,

15412 ...recognize that the set of positive
integers is closed under addition and
multiplication.

15413 recognize that the set of positive
integers is not closed under subtraction
or division.

15420 recognize the characteristics
of the set of YJationai numbers.

15421 ...define a rational number as the

quotient of two integers -La- where the
b 0 .

15422 ,recognize that division by zero is
not defined,

15423 recognize that the set of rational
numbers is closed under addition,
subtraction, multiplication and
division.

15430 ...recognize that any two rational
numbers are either equal, or can be
put in order of size.

-.reduce a fraction to lowest terms.

...recognize whether or not two rational
numbers are equal by reducing them to
lowest terms,

15433 .recognize which of two unequal
rational numbers is larger by using

a b
the principle: II i f and only if
acrbc,

VOL 15

SEG. 4
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PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

30 CODE:

15434 ...recognize that there is an infinite set
of rational numbers between two given
numbers.

15435 ...find a rational number between two
given unequal rational numbers.

15440 ...recognize teat every rational number
can be expressed as a decimal, E-.d it
will either be terminating or
repeating but 'Ion-terminating.

15441 ..*.transform a rational number into
decimal form by division.

15442 ...represent a repeating decimal by
means of the bar notation,

e.g.
1

12
.08333...

15450 ...recognize that every finite decimal,
or infinite repeating decimal is
a rational number and can be written
as a common fraction.

15451 ...transform a finite decimal to a
common fraction by learning that the
number of decimal places indicates the
power of 10 in the denominator.

e.g. .173 =

=

173
1000

15452 ...transform an infinite repeatir ceci17:-0

to a common fraction:

43
e.g.

99

15453 ...round off an infinite decimal to a
specified number of places.

Vel. IS

SE-.

= .6666... = .67 to two decimal places

125



MEC' LIST

Upot onn-dation :t this segment, C-e
stud Mould be able to:

MEL. ._:ODE

15510 ..re ize try. meaning; .;t a root :)f a

numbs ,or an L:mte_m of 2 3 or 4

.fir the positive and negative siluare
toot __ a perfect square.

ts, 2 and apply the pt'incit_e:
the : alone Indicates the p.:-.,,ctive
value tf the square root,
e,g.

'" 6

15513 ...calculate the square root ;f
a prot_uit by taking the square root of
each fa,.=EDc,

e.g.

\fa.

155.14 calculate the square root of a
quotient by taking the square root of
a numerator and divisor,
e,g.

15520 .define an irrational number as
a non-terminating, non-repeating decimal.

15521 recognize that, if a number is not
a perfect square, its square root ls
irrational.

15522 .calculate the value o1 an irrational
square root to the nearest tenth.

15523 ,..find the square root ci a number from
a

1553 Line a real number as a number wElich
er CatiO7'ai DC irrsi:onl_.

, 531 ...recognize Et:aa all
with this =aur are

126

VOL- 15
SEG. 5



PMC hi

MBO CODE
16110

OL. 16
EEC. 1

MBO

=.pletion of : s

:ucent should able to:

culate the le=zch of the m-ssi.T.Li

s: Jf a right rrlsJ:le give:: th---
of t7,:o sides

16111 reccL:nize and distLnguish
t. :ypotenuse, ,:-Ta=1.:L is the si,c1,1

c- .:-=ite the rift angle in a
and the Legs, which are :11,

siaes that form :he right angli, of
a

16112 su_bstitute liven values =or
=he sides of a =t triangle, th

-'ychagorean the 71 formula:

-
leg leg

2
-p

2
, and calcu.late

=he :assing val.

16120 .:Jnstruct agram representLng
he data as a -:letric diagram

La-..-alving a _La. triangle.

16121 ...recognize each given lenth
is represented :a: a s-.:.-raight line

segment.

16122 ...recognize an.. apply the principle:
in verbal problt: : involving the
solution of rig: triangles, a wall,
lelephone pole, =ree, and such, are
assumed to form -ght angles with th=
:round, unless c=erwise stated.

16123 _recognize that. in verbal probler:s,
Ladder leaning agains: a wall is

assumed to form the hypozanuse of a
Tight triangle.

16124 .recognize that, Cn verbal problems,
shadow is assumed to be on the horizontal
ound.

16125 recognize the pc:sc.:ion of the rife. t of

pole" or tree cr Liildings as -el(±

Jut of :±:tersection f he line
Lting tha repres,.a=1.11:z-

grourld.

.,recognize that, a point is ch :he
round, its distance fom the foo::

:he pole is the distar,:e measured along
the ground. 127



PMC

Upon cc
the stu

MBO CODE

180 LIST

n or this segment,
-oul: be able to:

16210 ,]nd apply the principle:
the indicated square

-wo Dositie numbers is
_c of me product of

the

root= of
the ---

thos = -cum:

e.g. orT =

16211 and apply the principle:
a na: replied by itself equals

16212

16213

16214

16215

16216

128

the _
2 re og. ( a) --- N., a a = a

.!;r: and apply the principle:
the ; = of two radicals having
coef__ s is the product of the
coef times the radical whose

the produLt of the radicands,
e.g

the sL _ _

posit:
e-go

vrci = ac VriTd

7e and apply the principle:
to:1. of the square of a

number is the number itself,

a

,-;n1 7.e apply the principle:
a rad: *:-,av-1711, a adicand with a
perfe _es a factor can be
transi _he product of the square
root 7,-::eCt square and the radical
whose udr.=and Lontains the remaining
factoro.. ;,
e. g, a-b - a \o, b

...rezz:gnr_
the s3777i;c1

of a.

a "radz_ai
"radicd."
be neg___Ive

n)d apply the principle:
means the square root

77-mbol " is called
and "a" is called the

ID this course "a" cannot

...recoglniz and apply the principle:
the inc: _aL,.!--1 square root of a number wiLz-
be ref, red to as a "radical" in this
course,
e.g. a is a radical
and it an be referred to as "radical a

IT

OL. lb
SEG. 2

rage 1 of 2



P.

:ODE.

LIST

Upon aJ1e a A this segment:,
the _Li be able to

the
is the

apply the pr_..i.

square re:
t: of their q_o-_

I fp
Igh

1622: sipply the princ_

a rac._'ic._ vicled by itself =

1

-recograL.:.. the

the quota o radicals hz_-.Lin

quotient of the:

coefficients times the radical
radicant is t-Ths quotient of the raciica:1- ,

e.g.

lere
_ b

C

VOL. 1r
SEC-. 2
Face .1

16223 ..rec apply Z--:! 1' ir -iple:

a fra t. on a 'L 3_ in the

denorni ,tor . ,117 be icy

:a: r anC-. pm: ator
radice_ that or a

number
e.g. a(../ b

b

f ine re s in be csec

as a 11. .1_7.171 t: dencnina

of a frcrc on incoming 17E111._ al

129



VOL. 16

SEG. 3

CGDE

_o

BO LIST

-on completion of this segmen.l,
.:e student should be able to:

...adL and subtract 1ic 1-adicals,

- I1 . recpgnize that two radai-, are
aJce -,Then the radicanLs are

-1_03_13

.recognize and apply the Driaaciole:
adding terms with radicals 1s analagot.s
o adding terms with letters,

,..rec.Dgnize that unlike radicals c_I-1
b )mbined only if they can be sitLified
t_ 77oduce like radicals.

:14 .:aaognize that unlike radict_1_, ca7=:
3mbined if they cannot be
like radicals.



VOL. 16
SEG. 4
Pa----e 1 of 2
OPTIONAL

ii: r_ _ Et:LOC cr: this .segment,
JO _Id be able 70:

aDE

16- : mu_t- it am1as :otaintn raclicals

164. . brg:: to tilat a + or
are

164 Li form Lie ..:onjugate of a
binor:._ a] con aLraing a r adi:_al
e.g. ccr.: of a -÷ b is
a - and e pair are coiled conjugate
bnoE.ia1s.

14

jecDgrilz. n. appiw the princLple: the
pro1u.ct a: 3-.aju gate bibomiaIs is a rational
quantity
e.g. (a 7) = a b

re squa :ing a linomial con-
of the form +! b where

b is '.2::r a aar pro fuce,: an irrational
resul::
e.g. = a2 + + )a

1(1-.415: . ip a 7adical L a binomial con-
:_ts by using the distributive

jaw .--- b b -t 4 ,/

164.-H .mul- r- non-conjugate binomials con-
taininL IEahCaaS.

g. ( d + ( + + LIG) 4 (ad c)

131



PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

MBO CODE

VOL. 16
SEG. 4
Page 2 of 2
OPTIONAL

16420 ...rationalize the denominator of a fraction
when that denominator is a binomial Vontaining
radLcals. e.g. a a(b TE)

b + b
2

c

16421 th conjugate of the denominator of a
fraction _n at is a binomial containing radicals.

16422 ...rationalize the denominator of a fraction when
the numerator is rational.

L642: . ..rac-_Lonalize the denominator of a fraction when
numerator is a monomial radical.

b ra E
+ b

2
- c

1642= Lonalize the denominator of a fraction when
:=orator is a binomial radical.

P g. J7.4- vflY c + c rb- + ra-71 + trB71

1641:!

d c
2

d

the solution of a radical equation, where
cnly :2 single term contains the radical.
e +,57= b

16431 ...tram.F.F'nrm an equation containing a radical so
that the term containing the radical is alone on
omeLlilne of the equation. e.g. a +17= b
beczmse J7E=b - a

16432 ...transform an equation containing a radical by
squaziag both sides of the equation.

e-g. ,(77.= b because x = b2

16433 ...sQlve a non-radical equation.

16434 ...check each solution obtained from an equation
containing a radical and discard any value which
does not check in the original equation.

132



PNC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

MBO CODE

VOL. 16
.SEC. 5
Page 1 of

16510 ...define a relation between two variables
as a set of ordered pairs. e.g.

y = 2x + 1 is the set ' (0,1), (1,3), (2,5)...

16511 ...define the domain of the relation as the
first element of the relation.

16512 ...define the range of the relation as the
second element of the relation.

16513 ...recognize that a relation can often be
expressed as an equation.

16514 ...write an equation, given a roster of a
simple relation,
e . g . x10 1 2 3 - - - --

y 3 5 7

16520 ...define a function as a special kind of
relation, where each member of the domain is
paired with only one member of the range.

16521 ...find the domain, given a graph of the function.

16522 ...find the range, given a graph of the function.

16523 ...write the equation of a linear function which
is described in words.

16524 ...graph the function (linear) if it is expressed
as an equation.

133
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PC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

MBO CODE

16530 ...solve verbal problems dealing with direct
variation, by means of the equation y = kx

VOL. 16
SEG 5

Page 2 of 2

16531 ..,recognize and apply the principle: y = kx
expresses direct variation.

16532 ..recognize that the graph of direct variation
is a straight line.

16533 ..,express as an equation a verbal statement
involving direct variation.

16534 .,.recognize that the principle of direct variation
is involved where one variable increases when the
other increases, and where the first decreases when
the other decreases.

16540 ...solve verbal problems dealing with direct variation
by means of a proportion.

16541 ...recognize that the proportion Y
1

X
1

indicates
direct variation, =

Y
?

X
2

16542 ...recognize that a proportion is an equation of two
ratios.

16543 ...define the term "means" as Y
2

and X
1

in the
proportion. Y1 X

1

Y X2

16544 ..,define the term "extremes" as Y
1

and X
2

in the
proportion Yl X1

Y2
2

16545 ...recognize that in a proportion the product of the
means equals the product of the extremes.

16546 ...express as a proportion a verbal statement involving
direct variation.



PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon -ompletion of this segment,
the student should be able r.:

MBO CODE

17110 .solve verbal problems invclving inverse
variaion between the two variables x and

= wherey by means of the equation
k is a oorstant.

- _express as an equation a verbal statement
involving inverse variation.

1-112 te--ognize and apply the principle:

expresses inverse variation.

y

VOL. 1-
SEG. 1

Page of 2

IC

x

1"113 --recognize that the graph on Cartesian Coordinates,
of incErse variation is a hyperbola, (not a straight
line)

17114 --re-ognize and app:ly the principle: inverse
variation is involved where one variable increases
when the other decreases, while the product of the
paired values remains constant.

17120 -,.solve verbal problems dealing with inverse
variation by means of a proportion.

17121 .,.recognize and apply the principle,: the propor-
tion: Y

1
X
2

indicates inverse variation

-2 1

invol-/ing the ordered nair, (X
1
Y
1

) and 0( )

2'v 2

17122 ..,express as a proportion a verbal statement
invoicing inverse variation.

135
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MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

M130 CODE

VOL. 17
SEG. 1
Page 2 of 2
OPTIONAL

17130 ...solve verbal problems involving the joint
variation, of the variables x , y , and z,

by means of the equation z = kxy where k

is a constant.

17131 ...express as an equation a verbal statement
involving the joint variation of three
variables,

17132 __recognize that z = kxy indicates joint
variation, i.e. z varies directly as the
product of x and y .

17140 ...solve verbal problems involving the joint
variation of three variables by means of a
proportion.

17141 .,.express as a proportion a verbal statement
involving joint variation-

17142 ,recognize that joint variation of the two
order triple (X,Y,Z1) and (X2Y2Z2) , can

be expressed as a proportion,
e.g. Z, X1

Y1.1

Z
2

X
2

Y
2

17150 ...solve verbal problems involving combined
variation of three variables.

17151 ...recognize and apply the principle: combined
variation can be expressed by the equation:
ZY = KX where K is a constant.

17152 .recognize and apply the principle: combined
variation of the two ordered triples, (X

1
Y
1
Z
1

)

and (X
2
Y
2 Z 2) can be expressed by the proportion:

1
X
1
Y
2

Z
2

X
2
Y
1

136
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MJ30 CODE

17210

17211

VOL. 17
SEG. 2

MB0 LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

q ...solve a quadratic equation of the type

ax
2

c = 0 for the variable x where a
and c are constant, and a) 0, c> 0

...recognize and apply the principle: x + s,
x = - s are solutions to the quadratic. equation
2 2

X = S

17212 .,.transform an equation from the form ax
2
- c = 0

to the form X2 = where c > 0, a>0

17213 ...recognize that the solution of x
2

= + may be
a

rational or irrational and in the form: x
a

where c > 0, a> 0

17214 ...check the solutions by substitution in the original
quadratic equation.

17215 ..,recognize that some quadratic equations of the form:

ax
2

- c = 0 do not have solutions in the real number
system. e.g. 2 4c

x = -- when: c < 0, a >0
a

17220 ..,solve quadratic equations of the form (ax + b)
2
= c

for x where a >0, c> 0, by taking the square root
of both sides of the equations.

17221 .,.recognize that in the solving of equation:: of the

form (ax + b)
2

= c, for x a i 0, c>0, two linear
equations result,
i . e . ax + b = /7 and ax b = - 177

17222

17223

...solve the derived linear equations, of the form
ax + b =--41- resulting from taking the square root
of both sides of the quadratic equation.

...check the solutions by substituion, in the
original, quadratic equation.



PMC IX

MB° LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

MBO CODE

17310 transform a quadratic polynomial of the

form x
2 + bx into a perfect trinomial

square by "completing the square".

17311 .recognize and apply the principle: the

square of -2
1

b must be added to x
2

+ bx

11111.*

to produce a perfect trinomial square.

17312 .,.express a perfect trinomial square as
the square of a binomial
e,g, x2 + bx + (

1
b)

2
= (x +

1
-b)

2

2 2

17320 ,..solve a quadratic equation of the form

x
2

+ bx + c = 0 by completing the
square (real roots), using the following
sequence of operations:

17321 transform the equation

x
2

+ bx + c = 0 into the form

x2 + bx = -c by subtracting c from
both sides.

b
2

17322 add 71- to both sides of the equation,

x
2

+ bx = -c

17323 express the left side as the square of a

binomial: (x +
b 2
2

17324 express the right side as a single term:

b
2

- 4c
4

VOL. 17

SEG. 3

17325 write-the two linear equations resulting
from taking the square roots of both sides.

17326

17327

17328

138

solve the linear equations.

check the solutions by substitution.

calculate the value of irrational roots
correct to the nearest tenth.



PMC IX

M130 LIST

Upon '.-impl=rion of this segment,
the student should be able ro:

MFO CODE

1-410 qad:atic equations of the form

ax
2

bx c = 0 by completing the square,
using the following sequence of operations:

1-411 tansiorm the equation so that the co-

ettirient ct x
2

is 1 by dividing
bc,rh sides ot the equation by a.

17412 transform the equation by completing
the square

17413 solve the resulting equation by taking
the square roots of both sides.

17414 check the solutions by substitution.

1?15 :e ognize that the process of complet-
ing the square permits the solution of
any quadratic equation with real roots.

17420 ive fractional equations which trans-
form into quadratic equations, using the
following sequence of operations:

17421 transform a fractional equation by
multiplying both sides of the equation
by the LCD of all toe fractions.

17422 tr-ansform the equation into the form

ax
2

-4- bx =

17423 sole the resulting equation by com-
pleting The square,

VOL 1%

SEG. 4
PAGE 1 of 2
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PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the 6tudent should be able to:

MBO CODE

17430 .solve verbal problems leading to
quadratic equations, where the roots
are irrational, in the following
applications:

17431 solve area problems.,

17432 solve problems involving right
triangles,

17433 solve purchasing problems,

17434 solve motion problems,

140

VOL. 1?

SEG. 4

PAGE 2 of 2



PMC IX

MBO LIST

OPTIONAL VOL. 17

SEG. 5

Page 1 of 2

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

MBO CODE

17510 ...derive the quadratic formula:
4 b

2

if ax
2+bx+c=o, thenx= b +

2a
4ac

sing the following sequence of operations:

17511 transform the equation ax
2
+ bx + c = 0

by dividing both sides of the equation
by a.

17312 transform the derived equation by

subtracting from both sides of the
equation.

a

17513 transform the resulting equation by

adding
-12_

-2
to both sides.

4a

17514 express the resulting equation in the

[

form: 2
1b b

2
4ac

x + I =
2a

_ 4a
2

1,515 transform the resulting equation by taking
the square rocs of both sides, getting
two linear equations.

17516 transform the resulting Equation by

subtracting
b

a
from both sides.

2

17520 .,.solve any quadratic equation with real roots
by means of the quadratic formula, using the
following sequence of operations:

17521 write the quadratic formula.

17522 transform a quadratic equation into the form

ax
2

+ bx + c = 0

17523 find the values of a, b, and c.

17524 substitute the values of a, b, and c into

the formula.

17525 calculate the exact values of the solutions.

17526 calculate values to the nearest tenth, when
the solutions are irrational.'

141.



PMC IX

MBO LIST

:n completion of this segment,
student should be able to:

MBO CODE

17530 -='-77'77° verbal problems leading to

qua±-1-aric equations with irrational
roo in the following applications:

17531 s.:177: area problems.

17532 problems involving right
1=i,ang1es.

17533 solve purchasing problems.

17534 solve motion problems.

142

VOL. 17
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PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be abi,

MBO CODE

18110 ...recognize .lertain
concepts, as _Dhows:

:8111 recognize Ilhat a point has po&Lcion,
but 1-1,;

l8112 recognize rteat a line Las only _e_ngth

and that It extends indefinitely,

18113 recognize that a plane has Ally two
dimensions and that it extends in-
definitely,

18114 recognize that a line segment is a
portion of a line with two end
points.

18115 recognize tha: an angle is an amount
of rotation between two intersecting

18120 ...recognize propel nomenclature for
line segments and angles, as follows:

18121 recognize a po1r named by a capital
letter placed near lc-

18122 recognize a line segment named by the
capital letters of its endpoints.

18123 recognize a line segment named by a
small letter placed near the segment.

18124 recognize an angle named by the
capital letter at the vertex.

18125 recognize an angle named by a small
letter placed inside the angle near
the vertex,

VOL. 18
SEG. 1
PAGE 1 pt 2

143/! Oil



PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon cc-71etion of this segment,
the stuLant should be able to:

if.30 CODE

L.E210 ...solve problems involving similar
triangle using the following sequence
of operallions:

18211 recolaize that triangles are similar
if EVJ pairs of corresponding angles
are equal.

18212 recognize that if two triangles are
similar, their corresponding sides
are in proportion.

18213 write a proportion involving the
sides of two similar triangles.

18214 solve the proportion.

18220 ...solve verbal problems involving
similar triangles, using the following
sequence of operations:

18221 recognize the position of the right
angles in shadow problems.

18222 recognize that all right angles are
equal.

18223 recognize the vertical angles in the
diagram for finding the distance
across a stream.

18224

18225

_8226

18227

recognize and apply the principle:
vertical angles are equal.

find the similar triangles in the
diagram made from the verbal problem.

write a proportion involving the
sides of the similar triangles.

solve the proportion.

VOL. 18
SEG. 2
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PMC IX

MBO LIST

jpon completion of this segment,
the sr,idenr should be able to:

HBO CODE

18310 ...recognize and apply the principle:
a ratic of two numbers is the quotient
of one divided by the ocher.

18311 ...recognize and apply the principle:
a ratic of two denominate quantities
expressed in the same units is the
quotient of one divided by the other.

18312 reduce a ratio to lowest terms.

18313 ...recognize that the ratio between
two numbers does not determine the
value of eiller number.

18314 recognize that the order of the
numbers in a 2atio is important.

18320 ...solve verbal problems involving
ratios.

18321 ...represent two quantities in the
ratio a:b as ax and bx

18322 ...represent rwo quantities where
one is a given traction of the
other:
e.g if one is

2
of the other

3

number, represent them as 2x and
3x .

146
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..;-1.B0 LIST

VOL. 18

SEG. 4

Page 1 of 2

MBO CODE

18410

18411

Upon completioh of this segment, the
student should be able tp:

...define the nangent function of an acute
angle in a triangle as the ratio of the
lenith of th, opposite leg to the length of
the adjacen_ Leg:

...recognize chat the tangent function refers to
a particular angle in a right triangle.

18412

18413

...recognize that the hypotenuse is the
side opposi:e fr. Light angle,

_recognize apposite leg" is the side
opposite the p,, ....liar acute angle.

1E414 ...recognize 711 :he "adjacent leg" is the
,eg adjacen: acute angle.

18420 ...find a missing , in a right triangle
when given one a_ . e angle and the ocher leg,
using the fol,owin_ -equence of operations:

18421 loelate and :.[De. the particular angle
involved, che n:potenuse, the opposite leg,
and the adjaL:.en: leg-

a

Af"

18422 write the equato of che form tan A = adi.

18423 substitute val.Lee of the angle and the
known leg in the equation.

18424 find the value A in the table.

18425 substitute the value for tan A in the
equation.

18426 solve the equation fot the missing quantity
and round off as directed.

18427 recognize that when the denominator involves
the variable, a i7ng division will result.

18428 solve an equation of the type:

.4012 =
2

L
x

147
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PMC

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

MBO CODE

VOL 18

SEC. 4

Page 2 of

18430 find an acute angle or a tz.iangle given
the two legs, using the following sequence
of operations:

hypotenuse
18431 locate and label the hypotenuse,

a oppositeopposite leg, and adja:ent leg.

18432 write the equation in the form adjacent

tan A =
a

b

18433 convert the fraction 2' to a four

18434 write the equation in the form tan
A = decimal.

18435 locate the nearest entry in the tan
column of the table,

18436 write the result in the form A ,
expressing the angle to the neatest degree.

18440 ...solve verbal problems invplvinf, an angle
of elevation or an angle of depression in
a properly labeled diagram using the following
sequence of c.perat.ions:

18441 find the horizontal line in the diagram,
drawing is in, if necessary.

18442 recognize that the angle of eievation
is at the bottom of the diagram rotating
upward from the horizontal,

18443 recognize that the angle of depression is
at the cop of the diagram rotating
downward from the'bodzontal.

18444 recognize that the angle of elevation and
the angle of depression ate equal since they
form alternate interior angles.

18445 choose the right triangle in which either one
leg and one a ate angle are known, or two legs
are know.

18446 write an equation using the tangent function.

18447 solve the equation, and round off properly.
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PMC IX

MBO Lisr

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able t.:;:

MBO CODE

VOL. 18

SEG. 5

Page 1 of 3

18510 -..define the sine fun,...ti.L,n of an acute angle in a

right triangle as the ratio of the opposite leg co
the hypotenuse. The cosine function of an acute
angle in a right triangle is the ratio of the adjacent
leg co the hypotenuse.

18511 ...recognize that each f,,n,_tion refers to a patticular
acute angle in a right triangie

18512 ...locate and Label hypotenuse,
opposite Leg and adja_ent keg.

hypotenuse opposite

A adjacent

18520 ...find a missing leg in a right triangle in which
hypotenuse and one acute angle are given, using the
following sequence of operations:

18521 locate and :label the parcicuiar angle,
opposite leg, hypotenuse, adja:.ent.

18522 choose the sine function if the opposite
leg is to be found

18523 choose the cosine fun':,tion if the ad3acent
leg is to be found,

18524 write the equation sin A = of CDS A =
c

18525 substitute the values A and C.

18526 find the value of sin A or -:_os A in the

table.

18527 substitute. the value in the equati,n.

18523 solve the equation.

18530 .find the hypotenuse in a right triangle in which
one leg and one acute angle ate given, using the
following sequence of operations:

18531 locate and label the partic,lat angle, hypotenuse,
opposite leg and adja_ent leg

18532 choose sine function if opposite- leg is known.

18533 choose cosine if adjacent leg is known,

18534 'write the equation sin A = 5r CDS A =

149



PM''

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment, the
student should be able to:

MBO CODE

18535 substitute values for A and a or
b in the equation.

18536 find the value of sin A or of cos A
in the table,

18537 substitute the value in the equation.

18538 recognize that there will be a long
division in the solution of the equation.

18539. solve the equation,

185 40 . -.find an acute angle in a right triangle,
given the hypotenuse and one leg, using the
following sequence of operations:

18541 locate and label the particular
angle, hypotenuse, opposite leg opposite

and adjacent leg,

18542

185 43

18544

18545

choose sine or cosine depending on
whether the known leg is opposite leg or
adjacent leg,

VOL. 18

SEG. 5

Page 2 of 3

typotenuse

v.

write the equation yin A =
a

or cos A = 12-

substitute values for a and c or b and c.

divide to change the fraction to a 4
place decimal.

18546 write the equation in the form sin A
decimal or cos A = decimal.

18547 locate nearest entry in the proper column of
the table.

18548 write the result, A = giving
value to the nearest degree.

150
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PMC IX

MBO LIST

Upon completion of this segment,
the student should be able to:

MBO CODE

18550 ...solve verbal problems dealing with
right triangles where one acute angle
and two sides are involved, using the
following sequence:

18551 draw diagrams and label with given
information.

18552 choose the right triangle in which
two quantities are known (not both
angles.)

18553 locate and label the particular
angle, hypotenuse, opposite leg
and adjacent leg

18554 decide which two sides 'f the
triangle are involvej,

18555 choose the sine, cosine or tangent
function depending on the pair of
involved sides,

18556 write the equation using the
proper function,

1855 7 solve the equation, rounding off
properly.

VOL. 18
SEG. 5
PAGE 3 of 3
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PREFACE

This volume is otie of a set of 18

that form a complete course

in

ALGEBRA LEVEL ONE

The volume has been structured

in a multiple choice question-answer format,

with the pagination scrambled

and

is to be used in conjunction with

a program control console

utilizing

punch card input.

It is one exhibit in the demonstration of a model

developed under the direction Of

the U.S. Department of Health Education and Welfare

Project 8-0157

at the

New York Institute of Technology

Westbury, New York
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VOLUME 1

This volume covers the following material

as shown in this excerpt from the Syllabus.

SEGMENT

1

DESCRIPTION

Introduction: general instructions

REFERENCE BOOK SECTION
DOLCIANI DRESSLER DODES

2 Representing numbers on a line 1-1 1-3 3-2
(1-6) (1-1)(1-2) 4-4

4-6

3 Comparing numbers, = or 1-2 1-4 2-5
1-3 3-1

4 Membership in a set 1-4 2-1 2-2 1-2:
Kinds of sets 1-5 2-6 3-2 (1-3)

1-6 5-10

5 Subsets 1-7 7-3 1-2



READING ASSIGNMENT

VOLUME 1

Before you begin to answer the questions in this STUDY GUIDE you should
read the pages

SEGMENT

indicated.

FROM PAGE TO PAGE

1

2 1 5

( 16 ) ( 17 ) Modern Algebra Book I

Dolciani, Berman and
5 10 Freilich

Houghton Mifflin, 1965
4 10 17

5 18 19

kead EVERYTHING contained in these pages.

EXAMINE every illustrative problem

Write in your NOTEBOOK:

1) Every RULE that has been stated
2) Every DEFINITION that has been presented
3) Solve at least ONE PROBLEM of eac type covered

in the lesson.

If you wish additional information
for enrichment purposes consult: Algebra I

Dodes and Greitzer
Hayden Book Co., 1967

You will be given additional notes at various places in the STUDY GUIDE.
These, too, should be entered in your NOTEBOOK.



HOMEWORK
QUESTION NO. PAGE NO.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT

VOLUME NO. 1

BOOK: DOLCIANI

EXAMPLE NUMBER

E

MBO REFERENCE

1 - 4 01215

2

3

4 7, 8, 9, 10 01215

17 01230

4 17 01230

5 17 10 , 11 , 12 01230

6 6 2
,

01310

7 7 11 12 , 13 , 15 01331

8 9 1
, 6, 7 01310 , 01320

9 9 12 , 14 , 18 , 21 01310 , 01320

10 10 25 26 , 36 , 38 01330

11 12 27 , 28 , 29 , 30 01410

12 14 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 0.1421 , 01430

13 15 6 01421 , 01430

14 15 11 , 12 01421 , 01430

15 15 14 15 01421 , 01430

16 19 01512

17 19 5 01510

18' 19 9 , 10 01520

19 19 11 12 01520

20 19 _ 13 , 14 01520
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Ask your teacher for:

PUNCH CARD
PROGRAM CONTROL
ANSWER MATRIX

When you are ready at the PROGRAM CONTROL

Insert the PUNCH CARD in th:, holder
Turn to the first page of the STUDY GUIDE
Read all of the instructions
Read the First Question

Copy the question
Do your work in your notebook
Do all of the computation necessary
Read all of the answer choices given

Choo7e the Correct answer
(remember, once you've punched the card
it can't be changed)

Punch the car4 with the STYLUS

Read the instruction on the PROGRAM CONTROL
(it tells you which page to turn to)

TURN TO THAT PAGE:

If your choice is not correct you will
be given additional hints, and will be
directed to return to the question and
to choose another answer.

If your choice is correct then you will
be directed to proceed to the next ques-
tion located immediately below, on the
same page.

If you have no questions to ask your teacher now,
you can turn the page and begin. If you have
already completed a SEGMENT turn to the beginning
cf the following segment;

CHECK THE PAGE NUMBER BY LOOKING AT THE TABLE OF CONTENTS



This is a course in ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA which is not too different

from other subjects you have studied. There is a textbook; there

are homework assignments; you will have a notebook for the notes

I

you must take down; and, of course, there are examinations. How-
l!

ever, you will find the method of progressing through the course

quite different.

This first section has been designed to acquaint you with all of
i-

rile things that you will have to know ana-do in order to make your.
L /

way satisfactorily through the course. So begin your "guided

tour":

1-1 The work of the entire course ic; divided into 18 parts, called

VOLUMES (VOL). Each Volume consists of 5 parts, called SEGMENTS

(SEG). Every VOL. deals with material which, under normal circum-

stances, would be covered in a two week period. However, if rpti

are permitted to proceed at your own pace or on your own time

you r.ould probably finish a Volume in much less time.

This book, which you are now reading, is called a STUDY GUIDE, (SG).

j)
4:!4,

This is VOL. 1 of the SG; this portion of VOL. 1 is called SEG 1.

In addition to the SG, you will need:

(1) The basic text: Modern Algebra Book 1

By Dolciani, Berman and Freilich
Houghton Mifflin, 1965

(2) The remedial Comprehensive Ninth Year Mathematics
text: by Dressler

Amsco, 1966

(3) A Notebook: ..,Where you will record specific items
for further study.

And something new:

(4) Punch cards-
You'll learn about these in a few

(5) Program control- minutes.



7

ABOUT THE PUNCH CARD:

Your progress through this course will be followed very carefully by
the computer. It will record, for example, which questions you found easy
and which caused you some trouble. In fact, it will keep track of all of
the students in many ways and will analyze their various 1:__rformances in
such a way that your teacher will be able to know. immediately just where
extra attention should be directed to help all the students do as welt asthey can.

The way the computer finds out about you is through the PUNCH CARD.
Those holes all mean something.

When the punch card is placed in the PROGRAM CONTROL, with the proper
ANSWER MATRIY, you will see that as you punch a hole in response to a
question in the SG, a light will go on in the PROGRAM CONTROL, the page
-o which you should turn will then be illuminated. So you see, the
PUNCH CARD is very important.

HOW TO PREPARE THE PUNCH CARD:

(1) Take your PUNCH CARD and print: your LAST NAME, and FIRST NAME above
the word "date."

If the card has not already been prepunched, you should then punch:

kt
(;P/1/(2) Your Course student number

(3) This Course number
(4) Yo,:r Student I D. number

The following information must be punched by you:

(6) Day number

(5) Month number

(7) Last two digits of the Year Number,
(8) The Sequence number of the SEG you are working on

(VOL. 1, SEG. 1 has Sequence...number
(9) The type of Input card. (The Study Guide card is number 4)
(10) The Volume Number. ktt
(11) The Segment Number.

NOTE: All of this information must be entered; if not, the computer will
reject the card.

Punch the necessary information, beingSLOWand CAREFUL so as
to punch only those holes which you intend to punch. Remember, you cannot
make corrections, once you have punched the wrong hole. Check to see that
the program control device shows that it has the answer matrix for
volume 1, segment 1.



1.3 You are now ready to see how the study guide will work. Read

question 1, and decide on an answer. Then examine the four choices

offered.

Question 1: What is the product of 6 and 2 ?

(A) 8 (B) 12 (C) 4 (D) 3

Let us suppose that you believe the correct answer is 8, that

is choice A. You would use the stylus to punch the hole on line 1

at A. Please do this now. As you see, a number appears on the

program control device, the number 7. This means turn, in your
2

K'study guide, to page 7, bottom half. Do this now.

cc)

1.4 You see how the program control has directed you to return and

try again, as well as telling you why your choice was not correct.

Of course, looking back at question 1, you know that choice B is

the corre:t answer. Punch B on line l of your punch card. The /

g g

1-5 The prDcedure of this study guide is called programmed instruc-

program ontrol shows 9 . Turn to page 9, top half.

tion; The purpose of the study guide is what its name indicates;

it is a guide to your study. This is not a test in disguise. As

you answer questions in the study guide, you should go back to your

textbook, notebook, or material in the study guide itself, if you

need to look up something which you are not sure of. The effect is

that you will go over all the material of the course, in easy stages,

with special emphasis on the more important points. The important

points which the-, course contains are called M.B.O.'s, and each

question you meet is designed to give you practice in dealing with

one of these points.

I





7iations are used in this course. I'm sure you are curious

The letters 'MBO" , stand for "Measurable Behavioral Objectives".

They are the j_deas, definitions and skills that are to be taught,

hence they are called "objectives". Since they are stated in a way

that questions can be asked about tam, they ace called "measurable".
Z.

Because you have to demonstrate that you understand these, and can

use them they are called "behavioral".

You will get the right answer on the first trial most of the time,

but if you make a mistake you will find out why and you will try

(IN N if' ,,4
problem again. At the end of the segment, you will return the punch,

card to your instructor. The cards will then be analyzed by a

computer to find out the difficulties which students are having wi

the material of the :ourse. The analysis of this information will -

indicate what remedial work ,,hould be planned by the instructor for

the benefit of the students.

1.6 In general, at the beginning of a segment, you are directed to read

a specific portion of Dolciani. In reading this, yoc MUST wo'k out,

on paper, any illustrative problems which the text contains, so that

you are sure you can do the problem being demonstrated. Remember

that the author may not have written every step as you would, so'

work on your own paper and try to follow the work shown in the book.

In addition to the reading assignment in the text, there may be some

notes in the study guide itself. You should enter in your notebook

those items which seem to be of special importance, or those items

which you may be directed to write down.

(continued on page 5)



Then, before you proceed with the segment, the instructoill in-

sert the ANSWER MATRIX for your particular segMent into the--program

ontr -vice. You will complete the necessary information items

on H CARD, insert it into the program control device, and then

punch the necessary information into the card, using your stylus.

Now you proceed to the questions. You must take the questions in

order. You'll have no choice, since the pages have been scrambled

That is, after question 1, you do not go ahead to the next page in

order, but to whatever page the program control directs you. Each

question will offer four chdices, of which one, and only one, is

correct. The three other choices, called distractors, are answers

which you might well arrive at if your understanding of the principle

were not completely correct. For every choice which you punch on

61/ .,-7/
your card, the program control directs you to a specific half of a i,

----/.14- 7,-. ')-4particular page. Here you find a statement of why you were wrong
'

(if you were) , or a statement that you were right with instructions

ito proceed. This half-page is called a REM, (this is short for H\
/ IN

REMEDY) and the program control will direct you to a particular REM ---7,.

for any answer you choose for a question in the study guide. It

should be of some help to you.

I
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1.7 After this page, you must follow the instructions given to you by

the program control. You must not go page by page, since the

material is not in order.

Please remember, DO NOT GUESS:

This guide is intended to help you to

learn and practice correctly.

..t

You should go back'and reread pages 1 through 5 as often as

necessary. When you have considered the question, punch your

answer on the punch card and the program control will tell you

where to turn next.

1,8 IF YOU " LOST YOUR PLACE "

I

If you lose your place for any reason, insert your stylus in the

last hole that you had punched on your card. This will not affect

any record that's being kept. The program control will put you

back on the track.

Now turn to page 7

1



7

Question 2: What type of instructional device is this book?

(A) M.B.O. (B) punch card

(C) answer matrix (D) study guide

When you ha decided on your answer, punch the letter of your choice

on line 2 of the punch card, and follow the directions of the program

control,

2

You have found t,le sum, but you were asked fur the product, not the

sum. The product of two numbers is the result obtained by multiplication,

Return to page 3, section 1.4

I



If you will refer tn page 1, sectioL 1.1, you will find that the

study guide contains 18 volumes. You are corre,:t.

Naw proceed to question 4 which follows.

2

Question 4:

How many segments does each volume contain?

(A) 5

(B) 10

C) 18

j) 90



This choice is correct.

Proceed to page 3, section 1.5

9

5

2

The REM is the half page to which the program control refers you. What

you are reading at this moment is a REM. In the study gui:3.e there are

from 2 to 4 REMS for each question, and each punch card handles many

questions. Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 12 and try question 5 again.
2

I
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1

This choice is correct.

Now proceed to question 3 which foll,ws:

Question 3

How many volumes is the study guide composed of?

I
(A)

/
5 (B) 10

/

10

(0 18 (D) 90

The number of segments in a volume is discussed on page 1. If you

reread that page, section 1.1, you will find that the correct number

of segments is not the one you have chosen.

Return to page 8 and try question 4 again.
2



The punch card is the rectangular card in which you have punched choice

B on line 2. Since it is not the book you 1-a now is

is incorr1LL.

Return to page 7 and try question 2 again.
1

Since the course contains 18 volumes, and each volume contains c seg-

ments, you should be able to find out how many segments the entire course

contains. Since the guide tells you that you will retarn the punch card

to the instructor at the end of each segment, and that you will insert

a new card into the program control device for each segment, it follcws

that you will need a card for each segment. Therefore, this choice 5

not correct.

Return to page 15 and try question 6 again.
2



12

:tccurdirw to section 1.1 on page 1 of tre study guide, each volume

contains 5 segments. Therefore, this choice is correct.

Pruceed to question 5 which follows.

12

2

Question 5:

You will need a p0,: punch card for each

Vii7h word should be inserted in the blank

(A) segment (C) REM

(B) question (D) M.B.O.

C2 h--1317/
/ v._ , 1

3;IN ir f
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The number of volumes in the course is discussed on page 1 of the study

guide. the study guide covers the entire course. Therefore, this choice

is not correct.

Return to page 10 and try question 3 again.
1

13

2

The answer matrix is actually a code to the position of the REM's in the

study guide, since the pages have been scrambled. The answer matrix is

. placed in the program control device, and the only way you can get to

read any part of it, is to punch a hole with your stylus.

rz

This choice is not correct.

I u

C

Return to page 7 and try question 2 again.
1

I
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1

You have done some correct arithmetic, but I'm afraid you forgot the

meaning of the word "product." The product of two numbers is the re-

sult of multiplying them.

Return to page 3, section 1.4, and please follow the study guide.

You went ahead and chose an answer without bothering to see what the

Remember, return to section 1.4, page 3, and do follow instructions.

guide had to say.

14

2

An M.B.O. is one of the important points which you will have learned as

a result of studying this course. The meaning of "M.B.O." was discussed

on page 4. It is true that the questions you meet are related to

M.B.O.'s, but you do not use a punch card for them.

This choice is not correct.

Return to page 12 and try question 5 again.
2
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1

On page 3, in section 1.5, you are told that you will return your

punch card to the instructor at the end of the segment. On page 4, you

are instructed to insert a punch card into the program control device

before starting a segment. Therefore, you need a punch card for every

individual segment.

This choice is correct.

Now proceed to question 6 which follows.

Ji

Question 6

If we assume that no punch cards will be damaged, how many will a

student require for the entire course?

(A) 5

(B) 10

(C) 18

(D) 90

I

15

2
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1

fl
you needed - new punch card for each question you would use up an

L--L1 (

Each question is answered on the proper numbered line of the card.

extrememly large number of cards.

-.,

,,, \,
------___

Return to page 12 and try question 5 again.
2

16

2

An M.B.O. is one of the important points which you will have learned as

a result of studying this course. It is not the name of the book.

Return to page 7 and try question
1
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1

Since each segment calls for a new punch card, and there are 5 segments

to a volume, a student needs 5 cards for each volume. There are 18

volumes, hence he needs 90 cards.

Therefore, this choice is correct.

You have now completed this segment. Before going on to Segment 2,

be sure you have understood exactly what you are supposed to do. If you

have punched more than one hole on a line of the punch card, except for

line 1 where you should have punched 2, you have made an error. That

is perfectly all right, provided that you learn from it. If you punched

any hole without meaning to, you will have to practice being more careful.

When you are ready, ask your instructor for the answer matrix for

Segment 2 and for a fresh punch card, and go ahead.





Volume 1 Segment 2 begins 1(:e:

Obtain a PUNCH CARD from ;our instructor. In addition to the other
identifying information Lest must be furnished by you, you are asked
to punch out the follmdir ;

COLUMNS 48 an 50 , 2 (Sequence Number)
54 (11 56 0 4 (Type of Punch Card)
60 anu 62 0 1 (Volume ,amber)

66 .end 68 0 2 (Segment Number)

PRELIMINARY NOTES

Some of the streets of a certain city are numbered 'Insecutively from
1 to 10. Let's assume tha': you happen to live (- street number 3 ,

while a friend of yours lives on stiet number 7. If you walk from
your house to your friend's house, you wZd pr ,L streets number 4 , 5 ,

and 6. Now each of these 5treets is a nllce, We say, in mathematics,
that with every number we (Lan associate a fA)j it (place) on a number line.
In this segment, this 0:Aple, but very important idea, will be developed
and studied in more de.1: 1.

Your READING ASST'. J..kt for this Segmrat is pp. 1 - 5.

You will now be asked r. 'series of qustions to draw your attention to
the more important po:nts.

18

2

itcognize which of the followini, numbers are natural numbers.

1 1
0 , 3 ,

8
1

8
,

8

Choose the letter which ?:as only natural numbers, selected from the

set, written next it.

(A ') , 3 (C) 3
8

(B) 1 , 3 5 (D) 0 , 3
8

2



Whole numbers are th.: natural numbers with one addition. Zero is not a

natural number, but it is a whole number. The number

2

1
and 3

Aus, any natural number written with a denominator of 1 is a whole

number.

Finally,
1.1

1.1
1 since any number, other

than zero, divided by itself is equal to one.

Please go on to question 4 , below.

Question 4

Apply the proper principle and determine which of the following state-

ments are true or false. Select the leLter which labels the correct

combination of trnth values for your answer.

1. Every natural number can be written as a fraction.

II. There is a largest natural number.

III. Every fraction names a whole number.

(A) I true

II is true

III is true

(B) I is false

II is false

III is true

I

(C) I is true

II is false

III is false

(D) I is true

II is false

III is true

19

2



Your answer corect.

aL
4

0 3 4 5 6 5

< 21
8

Please go on to questica 8 below.

20

2

Question 8

Apply the principle and select the letter which correct_ :Inswers this

question:

Points K , L , M , N are equidistant on the =amber line

drawn below: what is the coordinate of N ?

1 2.5

(A) 5.0

(B) 10.0

(C) 7.5

(D) 5.5



Sorr7, but 71 '1- .11-A.ce not correct.

Counting numb- and naillaral numbers ./-e t. 2 same.

Zero is not a punting numer.

Please return do page 33 and try question 2 again.
2

Did you mark o= " tenths " on your number line?

Sorry, your answer is incorrect.

Plea ,.,2 go baca :o paTe 3- and tr

I

ziar. o again.

21

2



If QR I.e. as long PQ we must iirist ftd e Length of PQ.

By ubtracTY, P's .7..,occlinnize from thaz , Ts. find PQ to be

4.75 unit.: -ng. T Q wic t.at. clt-

. 475 ) or units long.

Thus, tI d at jf R fnund by .

.25 ( the cooTO:inate of Q )

( the_ ilst ice _from Q to R )

the or .inate- of point R.

Y ans-2r is- correct.

PLuase gc on to cestior 10 , below.

22

2

-iestiom

..7ply the proper principl and select the lett-i 2 which col':ectly answers

ques-iion:

T,That is the :oordinate of point X on the number line

1
drawn be...77;7 if YZ is 3 as long as XY ?

X
L0.2 12.9



The natural number. , 2 , 3 . . . . and so on.

Zero is not a na=ul

Please return tc = 18 and try question 1 again.
2

We don't agree.

Is there a larger- natural number? Suppose you write down the larg..:t

natural number yo-c cam:

23

2

We can always make it larger by adding 1 to it_

Thus, there is no Largest natural number.

Please return to 7:-.-Le 19 and try question 4 again-
2

I



Nr_o:o-:-.1rs such as

3

aiors are not :.ac-ura.- _ n=ers.

are ca d fra 7-5 .

Pifease return to page try queston 3

24
77-

Did you forget the nmir f betwaen 1 7,

-S-4etween means not i :ludi.ng the end

7.= :example,

T , V and. W ate rten-4:een S and or -17_

,_.7:har words, there f Letters bwEn 3 and X i the alpha-net.

Ref .irn to page .38 any try au,estion 1-1 a.'zzain.

5-

I



Did yo.__ craw a nt7.ber line to help you wit: this gr1:tlem:

Fint point 7 , count units to the left, ar_i n another nail

,ni7 the i

!ease return 7 page S1 and try question = agair

2

Draw a r_di!)fir liL- _:ark off segments of
1

init. . :Amber all Tn,a

Lategra2 values, :_'sad

3 1
2

4
a -2-nd 8 on the:. LLne.

That are the nat=a1 numbers between them?

Please return to -_age 43 and try auestdon 12 aaafn.

2



The nulMbe: a mixed number, not a counting number. Mixed

mumMers as well as: zerc and decimal numbers are not considered " natural "

mumerc c.r count:'., aucuers.

Please renurn to page 33 and try question 2. again-
)

26
7

It's very easy .:larelPss!

Re-read the queszL.Dri. Does it say that R is double Q ? Or, does

it rather say taut QE is twice as long as PQ ?

wouA you det:..-urIi how lcmg PQ is?

Please return tc: page and try question 9 again..



After drawing the mmnber line, we can mark off divisions of " tenths ".

Now we can b.egin at 8.8 and count 5.5 places.

Your answer is correct.

1 Unit

at on to question

5 Units

5.5

Question

Apply proper principle an select the letter which correctly answers

the quesion:

Two points , I and 5
4

ruler; Law far apart ate dnase points?

(A) 2
8

3

8

(C) 1 8

5
(B) 2

1
(D) 12 -a

27

2

are chosen on a one-foot



We don't agree.

The number
1

11- s called a mixed number. It consists of a natural

1,1mber and a fraction.

Pleas,a return to page 18 and try question 1 again.
2

28

2

Sorry, we don't agree.

Can you represent the fraction one-third as a whole number?

Please consider your choice.

Return to page 19 and try question 4 again.
2



f is considered a whole number since it is written with a denominator

of 1 .

Any number divided by one equates itself. However, if the numerator is

1
one such as the number

f it is a fraction; not a natural number.

Please return to page 36 and try question 3 again.
2

It's easy to be careless.

How large is the interval between points K and L ?

Please return to page 20 and try question 8 again.
2



Good! Your answer is correct.

When we are asked for numbers " between " two other numbers, the end-

points are not considered.

Please go on to question 13 below.

30

2

Question 13

Apply the proper principle and find how many natural numbers there are

between .7 and 8.7 . Select the letter which labels the correct

statement.

(A) 8

(B) 7

(C) 6

(D) 9



You correctly omitted 0 and 1 -=
3

which are not counting numbers.

However, you included decimal numbers, which also are not " natural "

or counting numbers.

Please return to page 33 and try this question again.
2

31

2

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 5 which follows:

Question 5

Draw a segment of the number line for reference and label it appropriately.

Apply the proper principle and find the coordinate of the point that is

/

2
units to the left of point 7 .

Select the letter which labels the correct statement.

(A)

(B)

3

2

1

2

1

2

(C)

(D)

1

3

2-

I





What interval did you use on your number line?

Did you make each point of a unit away from the previous one?

3
1

4
then, can be considered 3

2

8

Please return to page 27 and try question 7 again.

2

32

2

It's very easy to be careless!

Please re-read the directions in question 10.

How long is segment YZ? What relationship does this have in our

problem? If you find YZ, then find the length of XY. Then can you

see how to find the coordinate of X?

Please return to page 22 and try question 10 again.

2



This is correct.

Although
2

looks like a fraction, it actually is a numeral for 4 and

is, therefore, a natural number. The natural numbers are the " counting

numbers ".

Please go on to question 2 below.

33

2

Question 2

Recognize which of the following numbers are counting numbers.

0 , 1 , 1.1 , 1.2 , 2 1
2

3

Select the letter which has only counting numbers selected from the

above set written next to it.

(A) 1 , 1.1 , 1.2 , 2

(B) 0 1 2

2
(C) 1 1 -5- 2

(D) None of these other choices are correct.

I



We disagree.

One of the letters does have the correct answer next to it.

Please reconsider your choice.

Please return to page 36 and try question 3 again.
2

34

2

Please check your arithmetic!

Segment PQ's length can be determined by subtracting the coordinate

of P from that of Q.

Please return to page 40 and try question 9 again.
9



1-111-CL uLawiug UUMUCL 1114C, WC LUU JUCULC LUC puluL, / , .UU tneu

count four units to the left, arriving at 3 . Now go one-half a unit

farther to the left, 2
1

.

1
< 4

1
2 -2.

2

I I

I

I I 1 I
I

1
o 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 6 below.

35

Question 6

Draw a segment of the number line and label it appropriately. Apply the

proper principle and find the cor,rdinate of a point that is 5.5 units

to the right of point 8.8 . Select the letter which labels the correct

statement.

I

(A) 15.3

(B) 14.3

(C) 3.3

(D) 13.3

2



Zero, the mixed number,

not natural numbers.

1 ,= and the decimals, 1.1 and 1 , 2 are
3

Since each of the other answer choices contained at least one of these

along with the counting numbers, your answer choice is correct.

Please go on to question 3 below.

36

2

Question 3

Recognize which of the following numbers are whole numbers.

0 ,

2 1

2

3 1 1.1
' 1 3 ' 1.1

Select the letter which has only whole numbers selected from the above

set, written next to it.

(A) 0

(B)

(C) 0

2 3 1.1
1 1 ' 1.1

1 "3 1

2 ' 1 ' 3

1 3

2 ' 1

(D) None of these other choices are correct.



Sorry, we don't agree.

1 $Did you count: ilrom the point 3 -4- to the 5 -a- ?

1 , $It seems. that, counted 3 w beyond 5 .

Please return to page 27 and try question 7 again.
2

37

2

It's very east to be careless.

22
The fraction

7
does not symbolize the interval between 7 and 22 .

What does a fraction sygnify?

Please return to page 58 and try question 15 again.
2

I



Z.

so, XY is units in length. Since

= 1 1J 1-111CC LL1I1Cb LUCIL;

.11E: left of Y on

the number line, it's coordinate must be 1E,s_ .:..refore, we must

subtract the Langth of XY from t--,r Dordi=te of Y to ffmd the

coordinate of X.

Y is 10.2 vilEm we subtrat t_e le7,gth of XY r coordinate

if X ii- 2.1 .

10.2

- 8.1

2.1

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to: question 11 below.

38

2

Question 11

Apply the proper principle and find how many natural numbers there are

between 10 and 15 . Select the letter which labels the correct

answer.

(A) 4

(II) .5

(C) 6

(D) An infinite number.



UULLeLL.

The first natural number after .7 is 1. Before you reach 8.7 , you

have counted throuah 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , and 8. Thus, there

are eight natural =embers between .7 and 8.7 .

Please go on to question 14 below.

39

Question 14

Apply the proper principle and find a number between 1 , 4 and 1.5 .

SelEtct the letter which labels the correct statement.

(A) 2.9

(B) 1.14

(C) 1.54

(D) 1.45

I



You can rind the distance between K. and L by subtracting their

coordinates Since each of the points are equidistant, the coordinate

of N is

2.5 + 1.5 + 1.5

Coordinate of N is 5.5 .

YoLr answer is correct.

Please go on to question 9 below.

40

2

Question 9

Apply the proper principle and select the letter which correctly answers

this question:

What is the coordinate of point R on the number line

drawn below if QR is twice as long as PQ ?

4.5

(A) 27.75

(B) 13.75

(C) 18.75

(D) 18.50

9.25

Q R



number is made up of the natural number which is the largest possible

i
2 1quotient and a remainder. As a mixed number

2
is expressed as 3 57

7

Please return to )ag_a 38 and try question 15 again.

2

We're sorry, but we ci.isa4ree.

4-iis not between 1 and
2

.. Did you draw a number line to help you?

Please return to page 52 and try question 19 again.
2



Between 1-
1

and 2 exclusive, there are two marks; one at 1-
1

4
2

the other at 1-
4

. Between 2 and 3 inclusive, there are five

1marks. There are two more at 3-
4

and 3-,7
1

. Thus, there are
4

2 + 5 + 2

or nine marks in all.

On looking at it in another way,

1 =
4 4

and

03 =
15

4 4

Between 5 fourths and 15 fourths there are 9 fourths.

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 17 below.

42

2

Question 17

Apply the proper principle and find how many whole numbers there are

72 6between 7 and inclusive, that are also divisible by 3 .

Select the letter which labels the correct answer.

(A) 2

(B) 3

(C) 4

(D) None of these.



Right! There are four natural numbers between 10 and 15 .

The idea of "between" means that the end points are not to be part

of the segment.

Thus, we only consider the numbers,

11, 12, 13, and 14

Please go onto question 12 below.

Question 12

Apply the proper principle and find how many natural numbers there

are between

and 82
2

Select the letter which labels the correct answer.

(A) 8

(B) 7

(C) 6

(D) 5

I



It's very easy to be careless. You were not asked for the sum of the

coordinates, you were asked to find a numb':' between 1.4 and 1.5 .

Please return to page 39 and try question 14 again.

2

44

2

Sorry, we disagree. Did you sketch a number line to help you with

this problem?

./4,. _ _1 l 1_1 Lill I , ,,,,,

1 2I 3

1 1
14 24

Now we're -ssuming that you can find the midpoint.

Please ret,Irn to page 56 and try question 18 again.

2



it seems as though
25:- would be the midpoint between and

4 6

because 5 is the midpoint between 4 and 6 .

However, it is not true. The point midway between two points could
be considered as the "average" of the two points.

Please return to page 62 and try question 20 again.
2

This is only one of three choices which you were offered which have
the value 14

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 69 and try question 1 again.
1





Please return to page 40 and try question 9 again.
2

46

2

Did you draw a number line to help you with this question? Find the

point corresponding to .7 ; find the spot that corresponds to 8.7

and then count the number of natural numbers that fall between your

two points.

Please return to page 30 and try question 13 again.



3 and 4 .

Your answer is correct.

4

Please go on to question 16 below.

47
9

Question 16

Apply the proper principle and select the letter which correctly answers

the following question:

A 6-inch ruler has a mark for every one-quarter of an inch. How

many of these marks are there between 14 33
4 4

(A) 12

(B) 11

(C) 10

(D) 9

I
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2

What is the value of 4.5 + 3 ? And what is the value of 3 + 4.5 ?

If you still get his choice, you must have made a mistake in addition

since this choice is not correct.

Please return to page 60 and try question 2 again.
2



Please return to page 38 and try question 11 again.
2

49
9

Let us ask you a similar question.

Is $1.14 between $1.40 and $1.50 ?

Please return to page 39 and try question 14 again.
2

I



Please return to page 58 and try question 15 again.
2

50

2

Sorry, we don't agree. Did you forget the meaning of "inclusive"?

Suppose you correct the given fraction to whole numbers and then

list the numbers between them on the 'umber line. The re-read the

rest of the question before you make your answer choice.

Please return to page 42 and try question 17 again.
2



Please return to page 69 and try question 1 again.
1

You are probably used to doing subtractions with one number written

under the other. If you write it this way:

5.2

-1.7

Do you now see your error? This choice is not correct,

Please return to page 65 and try question 3 again.
2



1 of 7 is 7

2 2 4

This can be ref2rmed as a mixed number 14

Your answer is correct.

Please go on to question 19 below.

52

2

Question 19

Apply the proper principle and find the coordinate of the point that

lies midway between 1 and
3

Select the letter which labels the

correct statement.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

3

4

6

5

4

2

5

4



Please return to page 39 and try question 14 again.
2

Sorry, we disagree!

Make a sketch of such a ruler to help you.

Return to. page 47 and try question 16 again.
2



Please return to page 62 and try question 20 again.
2

54

2

Since the sum of any two numbers is a number, both of the additions

are possible.

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 60 and try question 2 again.

2



Please re rr 1 page _ try cuestion 5 again,

What di_ ;_:u for O., valu.&_ of R ? If you had trouble dividing

2 by .2 , you should remember that it is nLe.ssary to move the

decimal point in the divisor to tAcs right of :the number. Since that

moves it one place to the right, you must then move the decimal

point in the dividend one place to the right as well. Since the

dividend was 2 .

What did you get when you moved the decimal point?

2 2,p, 20
e.g.

Please return to page 90 and try question 7 again.

2



The whole numbers l'etween

12, 11,

Of these 12, 9, 6, and

12

10,

and

9,

are

3 inclusive are namely,

8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 .

ivisible by

Please ccutinue with question 18 below.

56

2

Question 18

Apply the proper principle and find the coordinate of the point midway

1
between 1,17 and 2.

Tf

Select the letter which labels the correct number.

1
(A) (C) 1

-5

(B) 1-
3

(D) 1.2
4



Please return to page 62 and select another answer for question 20 .

2

57

2

Since this choice offers two different subtractions, and one of

them is not possible to do, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 71 and try question 4 again.
2

I



Please go on to question 15 below.

58

1

Question 15

Apply the proper principle and find between what two successive

natural numbers

correct answer.

(A)

(B)

92

7

7

3

lies.

and

and

Select the letter which labels the

22 (C) 3 and 31
7

4 (D) 2 and 3



Please return to page 52 and try question 19 again.

Ulliting the example in the way you are used to seeing it:

1.7

-5.2

You should recognize that the larger number is being taken away from

the smaller, which is impossible for you to do (at this time).

Therefore, this choice is not correct.

Return to page 65 and try question 3 again.
2

I




